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ABSTRACT 
Surface properties of. various phospholipids and: 
.1'\. . . 
their s~_mple' mi'xtures h'ave been studied to inve~tigate ~he . 
requirements of lipid phase in lung surfactant. ' A series 
of s.ayurat.ed and unsaturated. lecithins hav~ ~e~n examined ~ 
using a . modified Wilhelmy surface balancfe for their ability · · 
~ '( . . · 
t·~ rea~h .. low stirfacl te·n.si'an .. (Y)._. B~t-h monol~yers of un-·· ':.·. 
: ... . 
. . . 
. . 
. '' 
saturated arid s 'aturated lecithi~s were capable . of achieving . .. ••. . :1 
. riea r zero y as 1 ong . as they were c:mpres sed be low . their · . . ·· . .>~ " h 
• re_specti ve. bulk phase trans i tion..~.tcrpera ture:s . (tc) ... ·When · ·. · . . .> ·; · I;~) 
J?.9r{o _la.y~rs. ·w·ere. · fo,.m~d at · 37°C us.in~ mixtures ~f - dipalmi.to)'} _: · ... ' · t : ~ './>:/ 
pho~phatidylcholine (DPPC) and oth~r ·l~~er melting lec,ith~n_s . . . </;'_:> 
the ability ·tq ~each lo·~ s~'riace ' tension · was dependent on : . ' ' ' :'/ . ,. ' :. 
I . 
I' . (1-) the relative- amounts ·of the - two components' (2) the tc of . 
. . 
. . i 




·. ' • 
monolayer was .compressed. It has · been suggested. that / ·_. · · 
comp'ression of bina~~ \m~nolayer's may result in a " _sqll:e~ze- . / · . . t 
\ . : / 
' I ~ - . 
out" of the more fluid lecithin producing a DPPC-enriched 1 . _. ~·: . ... ·-I . ' . . . :,{. . , 
nionol~er capable~~£ reachin·g low y. _,/ · . _: "-· ~'· 
Surface tension- area isotherms of monolayer~. o-f' 
. . 
dipalmitoyl 'phosphatidyi' ethanolamine (DPPE) and ifs mei;Jiyl-
ated analogues, N-methyl dipalmi toyl phosphat:j.dylethairolamine 
(N - me DPPE) and N ;N-dimethyl dipalmi toyl phosph.atidyl-
J 
I ' 
examine~ . . T~e minimum .. 
, . 
ethanolamine · (N ,N-dime DPPE) have been 
'surface tensions achieved were Ynppc .< 
;' ' ..... 
y . < y < 
. N,N-dimeDPPE . N-MeDPPE 
• y· '. · M~nolaye_r mixtures of D~PE and 
DPPE ·· 
'I!} . : ·; 
l •, ·• -· _ .. , .. ···~·· · · -·-· · ... ... - • 
.,· .·, , . 
,.· 
. I . 
DPPC showed that lower 
/ 
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• . : . J. 
contain __ the "wrong 
• . .- .... .(l. ·. 
mixture11 of lipids in· thei~ surfactan·t sGc--/ ·_ ·· 
. _., .. 
v. 
.:!1 ' _! .· 
t~at'): ow· y can not b.e ,.a~hiev.ed " to - stabilize the lung . . ·The 
·-. , \ . . . 
results pre-sente~ h_ere·; ···usi~g simple.. . systems' ~ay . offer .so'me ~ 
•· • • · . _ . • · . . ~. - ~ ·. I ..... . - ~ :___ . .. " 
,· . -1 . ' 
'.: ! ' t 
inSight in· the consideration of pot·enti'ab mixture's tci be 
. r .. , . . . . . . ."" . 
. used in art·:L~iclal. · .repl,acem~nt surfa.ctan·t. .. · "' .-
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·equilibrium surface tension . 
Hyaline Membrane Disease 
·. micromole 
milliNewtons per meter -
./ . 
minimum surface tension attained duripg 
compression of a monol~yer 
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LfST .OF ABBREVIATIONS CONT'D 
Respiratory Distress Syndrome 
1-'stearoyl- 2 -linoleoyl-~- glycero-3-·· 
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· ~ · INTRODUCTION 
,• ' 
The mammalian lung is an intricate network of air-
way$ leading from the ttachea thro·ugh the bronchi reaching 
to ~he terminal air exchange vessels, the alveoli. The 
' 
alveolus, the Latin word for "little hollow", is a cup...:shaped 
structtite measuring frcim 0.2 to 0.3.mm in diameter depending 
'li 
on ·the 'degree . of inflation . . In the mature huinan :lung there 
_.,.../ 8 ' . . . 
are ap.proximate ly ·3 x 10 alveoli whos.e surface would cover 
'an area of 7ci-so' m2' (for general discussion see Avery et aLI 
' 1973) ~ p · Each of tfiese al v.eoli _, ,is surrounded by a -complex vas-
~-= 
, cul.ature to enable efficient .respiratory ' gas exchange. · . 
:·:· 
·A newborn infant has o'ne-tenth the number of alveoli' 
as an adult and each alveoli is one-half the ~iz~ cif a mature 
st!ucture (Avery et al., 1973). ·Because a newborn infant 
has smaller airways and has to overcome an initial surface 
tension resistance o.f a fluid filled .lung~ the first breath 
may have to 'overcome some 80 em water pressure, about 10 times 
the pressure n~~ded fdr breathing .once the .lupg is ftlly 
aerated. The problem of · overcoming hi~h surface ten,.~on is . 
alleviated in the mature lung by the presence of a surface 
active ~aterial called pulmonary : surfactant at ttie air-
alveolar .interfac~. In s·ome prem~~-ure infant·s, e,spe<!iatt) 
. ,.-""'· . . 
those who are bdr~ after o.nly three.~quarters o·f .the normal 
. . 
gestat~on period, a _de~i~i~bcy of pulmonary surfactant ~ 
results· in the contiition known as Respiratory Distr~ss( 
Syndrome CRDS) or Hydraline Membrane Dis~ase· (HMD) fl . 
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(Avery and. Mead, 1959). 
The presence of s~rfactant was proposed as early 
as 1929 when a German scientist, von Neergaard (1929) 
compared pressure-volume relationships 6£ exised lurigs 
filled with air and with isotonic gum arabic. Th~ gum arabi~ 
sbluti~h eliminated the air~alveolar interface, so that re-
tracti ve forces ' were due only .to tissue elastici-ty. · There 
was'however a large retractive fore~ seen in the air-filled 
lung when the air-alveolus interf~c~ was i~ft intact, He 
intrepreted his results to mean tpat the lung must ' contain 
another component besides t~ssue elasticit~ to provide 
pulmonary retra~iive forces. He calculated that .this com- . 
~ . 
ponent imparts between two-thiids and three~quarters of the 
tot~l retractive f~rce. This:component was suggested . to be 
; . 
due to the surface tension in the lung. Material which 
can accomplish such a reducti.on in surface tension is now 
known to be pres~nt at the air-alv~olar interface and is 
# 
called pulmonary or lung surfactant. 
A simple model 
.. 
The interconnecting a~veolae of the pulmonary 
' 
system have been d~·sc,ribed by simple model which involves 
the union .of two bubbles as shown in ~ig . 1. The alyeoli 
·- . 
in the lung at any given time are not alL the same ·:'size-; 
some are completely open while other~ ar~ si~~ltaneously 
closed. The pressure across any ·such bubble may be described 
\ ~ by t-he equation of LaPlace: 
















. ~ -; 
Figure 1. Simple model of interconnected bubbles to describe · 
the alveolar system. The coll!lpsing p~sure is 
\ 
.p = 2'( 
. r 
·, 
where Y ' = the surface tensi~n a nd r · ~ the 
.. . t,:;t r '-
r~dius. I£ r 2 becomes very small so must Y 2 or ·-
' · 
the increase in p'ressure w~ll tend to · collapse the · ' 
,. smaller bubble into the larger one. Lung 
. 
. surfactant has the ability to reduce surface 
tension with a ·dectease in surface area (or r in 
\ 
the case of a bubble) and stabi lize· the system . 
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' ' .. ~ 
p = 2 y 
R 
' \ ; '• 4 
where P = transbubble pressure, y = surface tew·ion (mN·m- 1) 
and r = bubble ·radius. If one considers. 'the model in Fig. 11 
and Y_, is constan't , for both bubbles, :lt is clear that the 
\ ' 
pressure across ·2 would be' greater than that across 1 so that 
.1 would collaps~ into 2. If the surface tension was the same 
. . 
. in all' '· th,e alveol.i in ·the lung the smaller alveoli would . 
s imita;rly collaps.e into la.rge-r areas. Eventually ther.e . 
. . would be .areas of the lung with vety little gas exch~nge so 
· .- ~at ove;all. respiration· wo~ld be less efficient . . If .how--
·ever the surfa'ce . tension dec.reased as · the size of the bubbie 
diminished; the press~re. ·icros~ ~he s~all 
I I \ • 
b~bble,.accordtng 
If the p·ressure -is to the L~Place equation, could\decr~ase. 
. . ~ 
. . . 
the same· in both bubbles· then no collapse wi:ll occur', and . : 
tlre system remains stable.. The substance called pulmonary 
surfactant when placed at· the air~water interface is -capable 
of varying the surface 
It has been 




tension/ as t~e surfa.ce area is changed. 
suggeste( that this model of inter-
be t6o ~imple and that a system bf 
. I . . 
by •d~acent septa might be a more 
appropriate model. This t .ype iof moO.e'l as described by · 
I 
I 
Hildebrandt (1978)_ maintain~ ~hat the surface ~rea of the 
. I 
I . 
alveolus decreases anisotropi~ally, or w~thout any de crea se 
. ., I 
in p~rirn~ter . . Figure 2, redrawn from (Hildebrandt 1978), 
~ ...... ... _ 
pictures each indi~i du11 alve,lus hexagona~ly (a) and upoij 
col~pse. (b) it becomes elong ted to reduce surface area in 
' ·.· 
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. , . Figure 2. Anisotro.pic inoc\tH describes the alveolar system 'as · 




about without changing the perimeter of the 
alveoli such as ex~ending a hexagon. System 
. ' 
allows· for the whole _system of alveoli join~ed by 
adjacent s~pta but doesn't a~low for shortening · 
,\ • ' 
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· . : pi.·g~~e 3. .Possible ~iveolar· model .which employs characte_r-
istics of th~ bubble.and anisotropic model. 
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an "a ceo rd ion" £as hi on. According tt> th~s model , . a 1 veol'a r 




~ isotropic bubble model must allow f6~ ~~nsiderable elasticity 
..... 
~-
in the alvedlar.walls to permit ' large chariges in surface 
area and . hence lung volu~e. · The ~nisotropic considera~ion 
how~v~r, contends:.that change~ in surfa~e · teni{on are 
effected by· the folding of ~he walls and ~xert ~o ~etractive 
forces . . It is known· however that the lung, does exert ~ · 
" . . .· I 
. retractive force (von Neerga.ard, 19~9) and is :fiacilitat~h by 
... ... \ \he · e~asticity oi the alveolar walls~ 
I 
It may be the cas~ h~wever; that alveoli might be 
mor~ ~eali~~ically · represented by a compromise betweeri the 
"bubble" and the ''accordion" mo·del. The hexagon tn Fig. 3, 
may ~etter repres~nt the inter-relations~ip between 
_adj~c~nt alve·o,li v.ia a common septum. The 1podel involv-ing 
intef~~~ne~ting bubbles however, accounts for the elasticity 
\ .. 
. \ 
exempl~fied by the mammalian lung. A possibl~ pictoria~ 
re~rese~tation of'such a model is shown in Fii. 3. I . . 
Thi~ model is essentially the same as that . shown 
in Fig. 2 but the afveolar walls are shortened s~ightly upon . 
exhalation. r'n the deflated state though, one might expect 
the ·alveolar walls to be folded and wr i nkled as· their 
resting length is surpassed. 
Whichever model, if any_, repre~ents a true 
picture of the alveolar system, the ability to reach low 
surface · tension and resist collapse upon deflation is 
. J 
~, ' . . -
contingent ' 6n the · efficien~y of the .surfactant ~ystem. · In 
' .. 
... ~ . . . . ~ . . 
• • ~ ,, • o• I o ,t 
. \ 
. . ': : :-~-· .. :-:-u..a.:~ . .:..,.,.,,,.,,. :. 
. { .· 








' ·. ( 
Fig. 3, as the· walls come closer together, the surface tension 
must decrease to ne~r zero values &o resist .coll~pse and 
a~low re-expansion. 
\ 
The two-dimen~ional siructure sho~n here is ~lso 
. likely an oversimplifica~ion .. . Even i·f the alveoli have flat 
surfaces, t .hey. probably have a large number of them and. the 
. . .. 
more appropriate model will probably be poJyhedral in nature. 
' . . '\ 
I 
Tb~ more faces in the polyhedrQq, the mor~it will - ~ppr6a~h 
the shap~ of· a ·sphere_· used in the simple, bubb~e mode,~. 
. . 1' . . . . .•. ·. 
. ' ! ~ .. 
. ' ' ' . .,. 
. . 
A brief history \. 
. \ A significant breakthrough. 'in the underst~.nding of 
respiratory mechanics came in l955 when Pattie examined 
tracheal . foam fro~ raob~ ts with lu~g ed~ma. : He was(· surprised 
to notice the st~b'ili t~ of the bubble~ · .whic~ arose frem- the . 
. . . \ " 
foam .. He attributed the stability of the foam t~ th~ in-
soluble su.rface ~ayer· inside the bubbles. These bubbles 
remained unchanged in size for periods. of. up td 60 seconds 
and were i~markably resistant. to antifoaming 'agents. Their 
• . .. ' • . c 
r~sistance ~a~ very noticeably greaJer .-·than that of serum··. 
and other foams which · s~emed to dissolye and dis~ppe~r due 
... 
. ... . 
to what he ca~led "internal pressures". · Pattle .cons.idered 
the · insoluble layer ~n :the inside of the f~ache~l foam t~ b~ 
. . . . ' 
~· ......... ... .. _ .. . 
··.· 
. . . 
,, . 
. ... ~ . ; 
. a kind of mucoprotein_. He .reasoned 'that the · surface~ tensio'n .... 
of .the lung .bubbles . was zero for "if: it · were the same. ~s · ··. 
' 
that of an ordinary liquid, e,nough·. suction would b.e·· 'ex:er ted_ 
. ' 
to fill tJ:le . alveoli ~i.th . a transudate fr6tn -th.e capilla'ri:es". 
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He also realized that the.ability to reach]ow surface : 
c~ 
tension must be pa~t of the design of · the lung. To ex~lain 
Pattie'~ findings one must again return to the-LaPlace 
equati6n. In the stable bubble,pressures do not increase 
• I 
to· a . collapse P9int--b-ecause the- surface tension decreases 




ce · of the bubble is such that V. wil·l not 
~ustain low surface ·t~n~ion and collapse o~tures . 
Clements (1957L 1ising a· Langmuir"W'ilhe1my .ba;lance, 
-ex~mined the surfa~~ :pr6pe~ties of extracts .of lungsofrom 
. •' 
cats,, ra_ts ~nd dogs (Fig. 4). The large_· loop repr~sents ·: 
~ . 
lung extracts analyzed using the- Wilhelmy balance and the 
. ~ . . 
-narrow loop represe.nts -measurement1 of ser·um-. The dashed 
. - ~ . . 
curve is based · on recalculation of lung pressure-vol·ume 
.. . 
measur~ments by Brown (19~7) . The lung extract ·data is 
cleirly different ffom· that of ser·um; as ~he surface area is 
J_ decre~ed- the surface tension drops to about ~0 mN·m- 1 while 
. . . . · ' -
the se·rum ach'ieveq a minimum y .of- about 28 mN·m-·1 . 1• These · 
. .~ 
~esiU'i t~ al.~o showed tM1t the. compression portion of each 
. -· , 
·curve is markedly diffelient ' from the relaxation por-tion. 
Clearly, the overall process is a reversible process but 
possibly the mechanism .of compression is different from that 
. • I : -~-~ ~elajation . · Recalculation of Brown's pressure-val urne · .:>. 
data. :(Btow:n~ 1957') showed that the lung ac.pieved a lower 
sur;~ce((te~sio_n than the lung ext_ract but ' the slop~· of the 
curves ~ ... t he , pressure-volume data and surface t'ension-
-.. 
•' 
data .are s imilar duri ng compress i on. Th e· mi n i mum su r f ace 
.• 
, \I ·•· 
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11 
. tension achieved.and the overall shape of the curve are 
similar for the PV· data and lung extract but these ·.measures 
were bo.th di~ferent fr'om serum. 
0 . 
In ·1959, Brown ~tudied . pulmonary prepa~ations using 
a variety of t~chniques: i) blowing and aging~£ a bubble at 
the .end of a T-tube fitted with a force transducer; ii) a 
modified Langmuir -Wiihelmy surface balance; and iii) 
_pressure-volume relationships of exised lungs. With 
preparations made fro~ sliced· ;ung to expose the inner 
surfaces 6f whole lung extracts, ·nasal mucus, alveolar foam 
and blood serum, Brown found similar characteristics -for 
all materials taken from the 1u.ng. Under compression the.· . 
-. 
surface tension decreased to 10-15 mN·m- 1 and on re-expansion 
·rose . to 40-50 mN·m- 1 . · Furthermore it was · found tha't trypsin 
destroyed some of the surface properties of lung. extracts 
· indicating -that the effective material was proteinaci ous in 
. . 
nature. Two years later, Klaus et al , ,- (1961) combined 
. --- . 
lyso - lecithin, sphingomyelin and dipalmitoyl ,Phosphatidyl-
choline to produce a surface tension- area diagram which· 
closely r~sembled that of a whole lung -extract. Both 
'• 
reached a minimum surface tension. of 5-10. dynes c·m- l and had .. 
remarkably similar hysteresis loops. This was one cff ·the 
~st. studies which directly compared a known mixture of 
materials with lung su·r 'factant· in an attempt to character-ize 
·-. 
the . relationship betwee·n its chemical composition and its 
sur.£ac·e properties. I Brown (1,9 64) fourid that Sur fac tan t was prima r i'l y . 
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, ..... , 
I ·I 
I ' · 
dipalmitoyl lecithin. 
.. 
Much ' re~e~rch has been dcine · to fully 
cha~acterize the molecular nature of surfactant and. a very . 
thorough analysis was performed by King et al., (1972. IIJ. on· a 
purified fraction of canine surface active material. It was 
found that this material contained 11~12% protein and 87-88% 
lipid and very small amounts of sugar and nucleic acids. 
Of the 88% lipid, it was also found to contai~ 78% 
.Phosphatidylchciline (PC). and 63% of the PC was disaturated 
contaiRin'g primarily palmi tic ~cid. Similar analyses have 
b~en obtained by 6ther reseirchers using ·different prepar-
ations (eg.; .Toshima et al;, 1972; Tratbl~ et ~~, ~974). 
King et al., (1973) isola.t_ed a 34-35,000 dalton protein froin . 
.· pulmonary surfactant . ,whic~ constituted 85-90% of. the total 
surfactan·t protein, They" .also found a 10-11,000. dalton . 
protein with a high percentage of .hydrophobic r~~idues and 
· a grP.at affinity for phospholipids. It ~ay be possible that 
the smaller protein · is a b.reakdo·w~· fragment of ·the 34,000 
daltort piot~in; It has been observed tha~ this large1 
surfactant protein may be formed late in fetal development 
(Gikas et al., 1977) which coincides with the appearance of 
disaturated lecithin and both may·be determ1ning factors 
. in · t~~ preventi~n of RDS. 
\ It ·has been found that alveolar lung surfa~tant 
• ' r , 
is initially produced in the Type II cells (Macklin, 1954). 
~ and stored in .the c~l~s· ·in th~1 form of lamellar bodies (~skin · 
et al., 1971). Tritiat~d prec~rsors of .lipid and/or ~r~tein 
.l . ' 
were· followed and demonstra tedl a rapid progres·s ion · of .radio ... 
' . • . 
I 
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Possible mechanism of· formatio~! tran~port and ·. 
monolayer inser.tion o:f .lung surfactant. Surfactant ~· 
is made on ·~augh.. endoplasmic reticulum of type I I 
pneurnocytes, travels .through the golgi, packaged 
into lameilar bodies, extruded into the subphase 
and inserted into a monolayer at the air-water 
interface. (Adapted from Goerke, ~ 1974~) 
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. ' •'t~ . 
•' 
. activi~y from the rough endoplasmic reticulum to the golgi 
... 
apparatus and into the extracellular space · (bulk phase). 
Figure 5, based upon· those by Goerke (1974) and K~ng (1972 II I), 
indicates current ideas about the formation and movement of 
surfactant to the . air .water interface. The surfactant which 
is oformed on the rough endoplasmic reticulum is packaged, 
passes via the golgj, ·apparatus, ~s stored in lamellar bodies 
and secreted into extracellular flu\_d. " To achieve low 
. sur fa~~ tension·, the surfactarl;t must be inser'ted into . a 
monolayer at the air-water · .interface. The mechanism of 
insertion of .the ·monolayer has . not b.een resolved. 
The surfactant system is . a- complex mixture of 
• .1(\ 
· protein and··phospholipids. The remainder of this discussion 
will ·be concerned mairily with the physical propertie.s of the · 
phospholipids of surfactant and the . ways in which the 
behaviour of phospholipids at .the air-water interfa.~e is 
influenced by. their therm~tro.pic properties . 
. Solid pure lipids (Phillips and Hauser, 1974) and 
.fipid mixtures (Ba~gham · et al.~ 1979} when placed on a· saline 
I 
surface in a dry state .spread :onl.Y i'f .the temperature .is 
above the tc of the . hydrat'ed 1ipid so that, the lipid is 
.. i . 
fluid. Gershfeld et al., . (1977, 1979) have studied the 
-- . I 
spreading of dimyristoyl phosphatidylcholine (DMPC) ·TOJh 
I 
I 
·. bulk phase dispers'ions to the mono layers as a funct · f:m o£ 
· temperature. They found that ~ign.ificant i~crease.s /in th~ 
amount. of lipid in the ITIO~olayer only occur ·above t;c of 
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. . . 
It has been· established that dipalrnitoyl -. 
phosphatidylcholine (DPPC) . is responsible for- the surfac"e 
• • tension lowering ability of lung surfactant (Clements, 1967) .. 
. . 
. . I 
Monolaye.r studies hav:e shown that when DPPC below its tc' 
is compress'ed in a monolayer to low areas per molecule, the 
.~ . . . 
surface 'tension is lowered t;· almost 0 mN·m-l (eg. Watkins, 
1968, Vi~lalonga, 1968). As was previously di·s.cussed there 
·a-r·e · many c?-mponents pres.ent in lung surfactant (eg. King 
. . · ·:e·t al., 1 .972 ' I: Trauble' et al:; 1974) ~ Althoug~ DPPC is 
-- --- . 
· ·. r.esportsibie for-·reachtng low surface tension, it ·is · very. 
I ' .., • • ' • ' 
· · s·iow :t~ · form a rno~·oiay~r. from bulk phase at 37°C (:eg, · 
. ' . . ' 
Tier.ney et .al. ~ _ i~65.; King and C1e~ents, 197_2. : rn~ · Bangham 
. . . . 
e.t al., 1979). . It has been propo.~ed to be the function ·of 
.. . ; 
., 
. tlie remaining phosp~olipids and protein in lung surfa~tant 
to ·aid in th~ insertion of DPPC into a monolayer 
(eg. Goerke, 1974; Kirig et al., 1979: Clements, 1,977)·. It is 
s . -
. . ' 
further suggested -that the fluid lipid monolayer s.o formed 
und~rgoes refinement to leave behind rigid 1 ipid capab_~e of 
. -, 
reaching low. surface t 'ension (eg. Tierney et al., 1965; 
Watkins, 1968; King ,and Clemen~s, 1972; Hildebran et a·1. , 
. . 
1979; Bangham et al., 1979). 
J • 
Phase and structure'~£ phospholipids 
Lun·g surfactant is . found in both hi layers and 
.. . :.;(" . 
. monolayers and their inter-relationship is important ' in~-:.; 
\n1d.erstanding 1 ung functio:n,.. Early monolayer studies 
(van Deenen et al., 1962; Standish ~ al., 1968) have been 
'> • 0 f ' · ···M·· - - ... .... _ _.... ... ... ---·· --..,--·-·~ ·-J -~ - 0 
. ' 
• ' . . . , . . 
.. 
. ,. 
: .... ~· .. 
.:: : :."· 
:, .. · .. ' : 
. . . '. ~. 
... . 
• I , ,• ' 
l ~ ·, 
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16 
'\ 
applied to ·the elucidation of bilayer · structure brit the 
converse has not been universally true. · Since lung sur-
" . ' . (.. 
factant exists as a bilayer arrangement in the cell 
~ 
the study of its bilayer structu:re can lead- to a 
• c 
be.tter understanding · of -its functional role '"i~·' this state . 
.. . 
'. 
Phospholipids adopt a number of phases· in an 
. . 
aqueous · environment · (eg. ,. Luzzati et al., 1974). There are 
- . ' 
- two . maill categories o~ ~hese phase_s, The first . of these is 
a lamellar phase .which may con~ist of: (_1) planar sheets of . 
. ·a one dimens•ionallattice (2) long ~ibbons of finite width 
. org~nized. fn a two dimensi_ona1 lattice . and (3) discs of . . 
finite width orgatd 'ze4 in a three_jimen'sional .J a ttic'e. The 
second category' consists of e:x;tended . cylinders packed in 
'h~xagonal arrays which include Hexagonal · I and Hexagonal II 
· phases~ Other pliases, T and R consist -of finite-length' rods· 
joined .three by three . or . four b.y four forming a two 
dimens :lonal hexagonal. structure - stacked . on a · three dimensional 
lattice . . 
' The most predominant phases found in b1iologica 1 l-
systems are · the lamellar phases. · Unsaturated phosphatidyl-:- ·. 
I . I . . 
ethanolamines (PE's) c~n, however, exist in hexagonal II form 
(Cull is, 1979). Within the lamellar structure, there exist 
two b~ologically significant phases. · The gel phase 
.:J 
~represents .a phase . in whic~ the intra mol'ecular movement o£ 
... the fatty acyl chai~:S . is highly restricted·. The liquid 
crystal! ine phase is character'i zed by a high . degr.ee of 
intra- and inter-molecular movement. A hydrated pure 
. · .. 
.-----
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17 
phospholipid undergoes a transition from a gel to a liquid 
crys~al' 'phase at a character is tic t -emrrra ture 'ca11e~ the 
transition temperature, t ·(Chapman, !-975). Complex · 
0 ' c ' ' 0 
mixtures of phospholipids have transit ion temperatures 
' occurring "over a wide range of temperatures depending ' on the 
nature of the mixture.· Gel to liquid crystal pha~e 
transitions have been demonstrated for aqueous dispersions 
of PC's, PE's·; phosphatidic acids (PA's), phosphatidyl-:-
glycerols (PG'~), phosphatidylserines (P.S' s) 
·phosphatidy.li'nos i tiols (P-I's), cardiolipins, and 
sphingomyel ins. 
In. most biol!obgical systems, the majt?.ri ty of 
phosphatidylcholines have an unsaturate,d chain and exist as 
a fluid, liquid-cryst~lline species at the temperature of 
I 
the organism. PC in 1 ung ·surfactant. has a high proportion 
of DPPC giving it an unusually rigid character. DPPC has a 
0 ' 
tc of 41 C, meaning that it would be in a rigid, gel phase 
at body temperature. It has been . suggested tha:t the high 
proportion of DPPC is responsible for lung stability at end 
expiration (Clements, 1967). 
Some. of the first systematic ·studies on the 
thermotropic properties of phospho! ipid moi10lilyers were 
pe'rformed by Phillips . and Ch3:pm·an (1968). They obtained 
pressure-area ( 'rr -A) curves of .various saturated, single.: 
acid phospha tidylcholines and phospha tidy! ethanolamine~ at 
various temperatures. These experiments were done using a 
modified Langmuir su-rface balance.·· They found 
I 
. .. . .... __ , ..... , ~--· · .. - :· - .:--.- --
.. 
.- . 
.: : : 
. . I ., 
o' 
:. :_( ~ 
. ,· 
, · , 
1;, ' ·_::. -· .. 







that DPPC undergo~s a transition from a liquid expanded to 
liquid condensed phase· at 22°C; . a, similar transition was -. 
seen ·at 22°C for dimyristoyl PE . .. This transition was 
suggested to be similar to a gel to liquid crystal transi.tion 
in hi layers . . It was noteworthy that the e-xpanded~condensed 
transition occurred in the two' mo·lecules with different 
headgroups but was not seen in dimyristoyl PC which is 
certainly more similar to DPPC than the PE, The ~ey to : this 
observation was the 'relat'ionship between the temperature of 
, . ·. ' . 
the ·. isotherm to the transition . tempe .rgt.~re · of t 'he lipids; 
This trans,i tion is ·a discontinuity in th~ rr · ~A curve which 
results in the plateau region of the isotherm. Th.e point a·t . 
.. 
whic~ the discontinuity occu.rs changes with temperature as 
can be seen 'in Fjg. 6; ·For example the isotherm of DPPC ·a·t · 
. .:. 
6. 2°C. is liquid condensed (or solid) at zero surface pressure 
while the isotherm at 29~ S°C only became condensed at 40 
-1 ' dyne· em ·. This was.· confirmed and e-xtended in a recent 
study by Blume (1980) who showed for these . and other . lip_ids 
that. the monolayer phase transition from fl_uid condensed to 
fluid expanded is shifted to h~gher temperature as the 
pressure is increased. ·.-If the temperature of a DPPC mono -
. . . . 
lay~r is raised above its. tc ~ ~ilm~ canna t sustain high 
pressures (Trauble et al,, 1974). 
--- . 
Watkins (1968) reported that using a compression 
. ' 
2 -·1 , ' ' I ' 
rate of 0. 3 em ·sec , a temperature of 25°C, t~ere wa s a 
deflection in the c.omp.res_sion curve of DPPC at ~ \p~essure-
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as denoted by the discoritinui ty' in · the 
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RC!drawi1·-· f'rom. Phllhpa 
and c~~~~n (1968) · 
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noted by Phillip_s and Chapman (1_968). · This plateau; 
(I 
according to Watkins denoted a loss of surface~m~terial as a 
· restilt of over compression past its limiting area .~nd 
... 
' represents the collapse point o'n th,e balance. . This· is in 
agre~ment ~itn Gladston. and Shah (1967) who described DPPC 
' ' ' ~ 1 ~s beiqg in a soli4 state above pressures of 40 dynes em 
. . .. . . . ... ' 
ac;compan·ied by a lo~s in surface active m~ terial de-~o.ted by 
. • I 
a reduction in hyste!esis . area. · Walki~·s . also not~d that 
. ' ' 
· D~PC unde! ·high compression squeez¢d' to a p'ressure of . .71 
. ml'{·rii- 1 . . DMPC on the other hand reached . surface pr.essures of 
·only so inN·m~l atwhich point tJi.~ .film ·conapsed • . · ~ince 
. . . . .  ·. . .. ·. ·o· . . . . . 
· ··these experiments were .ferforni.ed at_ 25 C DMPC .was,.. a_lready . 
. . , . ' . . ' . ' ~·,:! , .. 
~past its transition temperature (t · "' 23°). · · ·· •. 
. • ' ._ . '' . . .· . -~ . ., 
· · ~ · - It i~. apparent . that ·aoove tc :when fatty ··acid .' chains 
:· 6 . 
·.are mobile there is ·a .reduction of ·:tne· 1Jlaxiniurn surface 
' 
· · attainable b.y compression. In Jung surfactant there are 
-1 • 
.. 
':· significant amounts . of unsaturated lipids,, It has .been· 
• ~. <'\ - • . \ . 
shown that 'unsaturated lecithins.' have a ten~ency to broaden 
and lower the transition temperature of DPPC (eg .. Phillips · 
et .al,, 1970; Davi:~ . e't .al. , .1980). As a result ·surfactant 
·at b6dy temperature i~ in mixed fluid and rigid . state; 
this~ ~aises the ~ossibil~ty ~f there being some other 
funct.ionai role f or the fluid l i pids rather than lowering 
·surface tension. It has . been fourid t~a t DPPC :ls capable ·o:f; 
spreading from a 'bulk ~rystalplacea: on ·'a clean surface. 
. • . . . , I • , .. . 
This, _h.owever, may .. ~e accompl i sh~·d only· ·wn:en. the temperature 
~ . .,. . . ' 
.. • . 0 
is past· 41 :G whe·n th~ lipid is in a fluid, liquid crystalli~e 
. i 
~ ' ,, 
I .·. 
~----- - ~-- ··· -.. ---:-..,.., 
' ',~ ' I ' ; •, ·~ : : ' ' ' ' > 
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21 .~ 
.· phase · (Philiips · et' · a .l., 19~7 4) • . ·Above·· i .ts· t . fi_ow·ever~, D.P,PC · 
. . ) . S- . . ... 
. is· in-~apable of re.aching near~ ~~-T.P- surr~e 'tensions. It may 
. . ·-- - ...... · "" . . . 
' . . . . 
·be the ·.function of · the other· surfactant subs ti tuents to 
~ . ( . . 
. fluidize ·the .DPPC so, t .hat it will spread to the sur·face 






mixed with DPPC in bulk phase 
tc is _lowered the .resultant 
. ' } 
accordingly (Keough et al ~, 1979), ~ 
. .. 
Th·is.. "mixed~componen.t" su!facta~t· .ha·~ a ~road_· phase : trans~tiori . 
~ · :· · \ . 
I . f~qm 15 - ~o 40°C ~ci~merits, 1977). s6 that it i~ conceivable 
, a • • ' • ' 
' ,. I • "l't) \ ' ; 
' ·... .. . . .; . thci,t . spreading -of su.rface active material to the air- · ' 
..... ·.: ,- ~ . ·. . • . .,. . · .. J .· . . . · •. · :. ·.. · . . . : . ·o .. 
,·: · ·.·: .· . ·. . . . alveolar interface . is· .fac·ili tate'd at 3.7 ·C. It has been 
. :·~: · ::': .·  ·. :· .. ·:~· .·< .... · ·s~ggested that thist_ty'p:e of fluidi~a~ion :p·f. surfactant 
., } . 
. ·. ' 
_: · . 
. . . .. . . 
· · occurs· (Bangharn~e·t aL,. , l979; . Cl'enients~ · 19.77)·: · A mechanism · 
1:1 • • ,; 
I . 
his· been sugge~!ed ·b~ whiGh }his fluid surf~ctant lipid 
becomes ~igid (Stei~, 1968, Watkins, 19681 Clements, 1977; 
.· 
· Bangham et .al., 1979; Hildenbran, 1979). This mechaqism -
. --1- . 
- .. '. ' : . '' . ... . . . ' 
· ··involves ·the exclusion ' of the fluid lipid, leavl.n.g behind a 
c,.· .. .. 
. . 
DPPC-enrich~d sur~~ce ca~able of low~ring su~f~c~ tension to 
iess .'than 9 mN · rn -l·, ·· the ~alue .me~su~ed by Schurch et al. , 
- . . . . . 
.-~ · . P~_76).in .~ at -functional residuai v-6lume. 
... . ; . 'f__ · T~is ·concep.t . p£ ins~r,tion · a~d exclusio_n·of 
·s~rfactan~ ·goes · b~c,k . to 196.5 ~hen Tier~ey et .. al.·-, (1965) -. 
. .. ~_ypothesized _about the p·hysical_ p.roperties o.f the pulmonary 
.· . . s~rfactant"~~no~~~er. It w~p~opo:e~ that the composition . 
· _. -··. _is dep~n4ent · on"' the' ·so~ubility·.of _ the molecul?~ s i~ the sub -
. 
phase . . They a-l:so , prop9sed that un:der high compres~ion of 
I I \ l o .. ·. the surface of a monofaye:r, ·molecule·s' :rnu'st leav~ the ~urface :· 
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22 
and enter the.· subph~se. It was also spe~ul .ated · tha't so·me 
molecuies -are of different size and shape .and have' rela ti ve~y . 
•' 
· · ~eak associations which'. could result in one or more com~ 
pone~ts being · selectively. squeez'ed from. the surface~ 
Furthermore . · they also suggested t .hat surface active materials 
. . ' . 
may re-e~ter the _ surfac·e qui<::k1y wn.'e'n re'-expanded. 
· .. ·- A mechanism for the · ins-ertion· of lipid int'o the . 
. . ' . 
· ·monolayer·· in · lung has been _proposed by ·Morley-· et al., (197 8) ~ ... 
l't invol~es a ;elatively tid'ry" surfactant c~piex. (les's than 
. . . . ' . 
. is ·molecules of · w~t~·:r pe.r mo1ec.ul·e of· phospholipid) -~hich 
• :. ••• • .. • • · •• • • t ' • " • ' .. • • . : ' • , • ' . 
··. ~ . ~·.;,-:\:: mo_ve.s · through tlie. :s·uophase ·to .tfle air-water interface-; ·rt . · .... 
. . 
: .. ' ' 
.. 
· is !?Uggested that · sprea·ding ·f .rom the·· 'dry · fo'rm · is ·similar ' to .. 
. ' . . . 
' • . ·. sp-reading from ~ crystal :·(Fig . . 7:) .. . Thi\· oc~~rs .. however, · 
. . . 
only- when the lipid i~ in the fluid1 1iquid ctystalline ~tate 
. ' . . . 
.. ,. 
. (Phillips et al.', 1974). In suppo!t of -this concept, 
Gra thwhohl et al., (1979) have found tha't la:mellar body · 
structures from porcine · lung· ha·ve ·only ·small quanti ties .of 
free ·water. 
Gershfel.d ~ ·al., (1977, 1979) . examined in detail 
the.1 ability of dimyristoyl phospha'tidylcholine to spre~d to 
. . . . . . . . . 
a · monolayer from ·a bulk pha·se dis]>ersion . . It ~as observed 
' . , . 
.that ··below the · btilk phase transition t 'emperature ·spreading · . 
( 
occurred at an ex.tremely slow rate. They explained that 
there exists ·,m equilibrium bet:w-ee'n .bU:lk-pha.se .·get l i pid and 
. 1 
. . 
a gaseous monolayer a very low concentration . of surfac·e . 
~at erial . . As tc is surpasse'd 1 and · the lec'i thin · becomes·. 
.liquid c::rrstal, another eq.l,lilibr'iu~ is es·t .ablishecl betw.ee·n 
' ' 
~ . ' 
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. . . Figure 7. · Mechanis~ Of in~,ertio~ · of s~rfaCtant from .bu.lk 
. . . phase . i~to a . monol~yer . at 'the a'ir-~ater interface. 




' ; ' 
·' · 
of water per molectile of lipid) for ins~rtion to 
be .facilitated. ·(After Morley et al. , 197 8.) 
, · 
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------,----'·t-=.;:.:h:-=e__j;!gc=a:-=s:...:e:...:o:...:u=.=...s mono 1 aye r and, a 1i quid~ e xp an de d stat e. . · Th i s is 
shown py an a.pparerit d.~crease iri surf~ce tension. It is 
. . . ·. 
noteworthy that. Gershfeld· et al., (1979) have- found evide~ce 
. · . . . -- . . . . 
that · at approximately. six -degrees· above ·the t ·c of DMPC the 
surface struccture may. fprm · a bilayer. Sufficient lipid is 
present in the surfac~ at that point to creaie such ~ . bi1ay~r. 
' • • t ' I • 
Whether or. not such a bilayer could exist in the air~water 
. in.te.r'face in alveoli ·· and what its · consequence for 
: pulmonary function might .be, are totally unknown at this 
·" 
~ime·:~ . : ~·It is . interesting ho~e·ver.··, that ·· s~ngham ~t al., , 0-·9.79) : · ·: 
· -' hav·e ·suggested t,hat a .complex s-urface st-r\.icture i~ 
, ', • ' o : : I ,' o ' " \ • ' I o o 
:' ·:·· . .' ~ . . · :· :· .· ·.re.sp_ons ib_l~ . fo'r , the ":tn~ertion . qf the. ~ono1ay~r· bu! th~ 
.. .-·_ ·. · · <su:rface · struct-ure ~ay not ; b~ rela~ed to the surface bilayer ; . · 
. ·: : . . . . ' . . - . . 
· , . 
-. , • . 
1
·.. ' . 
. . 
. postul~ted by : Gershfeld ~t · al., (1979') ~ ·· 
. . . . · .·-- . . 
It is appa! ent that monolayers may b~ f6rme~ 
Q . 
1 . 
:! .' _~: ~ 
'i. : : 
.i 
I. . ~-· .. . · I -, } 
1,-. ' 







' . . ' ;; . . . . 
Ther• was reason to be1ieve, however, that lecithins 
above th~ir respective tc's :are incapable of reaching neai-
zero surface tension . Clements (1967) ob_s.erv·ed mono1ayers. 
.. ()f ~·gg yolk lecithin ~-bllapsed at 18 mN.rn _1 .· when compressed 
. . ' . ~ t ·. ~o?m t emp e rature . It is now known that 'these wciuld be 
abovei the.ir bulk~pha~e t;ansition _ temperatu~e. Watkins - · 
(1968) showed that DMPC,· a. s atur~ted lecith~n, .coul d re a ch 
· .~ ~ 1 . 
only '24 mN.m when highly compressed. The .·subphase temperatur~ 
was reported to be . -~ contr·~lled but was about 20°·C .. The 
apparent elevated frninimum surface tensioil i'~dicates that the 
run .temperature .was proba bly nearer . ~he tc of DMPC which ·is 23~C . 
.. Trau~le · ~ t :al. , (197~) . prese.nted .isotherms of . DPPC at 4 3°C. 'but did_ 
>\ :: ·; . 0 yO • -·--:--• ... -:•A~-- - " + •• > ~ 0 - ·: .. · ·~ ·-- - .... ,_ .. ,- _ _ .,..... _ _ . ................ . 
·"1··-
. : ~' . 
', ' 
' ~ ' 
_.t _ 
·. ' ,, 
' • • 4 ~·· ..... .. - - ~ . • • • 
. ' 
25 
not continue the compression p'as1t 
At this point however, it . was evident .th~i - the ~hape of the · 
curve was· different than isotherms belo~ 41°-C and the mono-
. . ' l~yer · could not'sustain · s~~face pres~ures beyond about 
55 -mN·m-: 1 . If fluidized DP,J>C cannot maintain low surfac.e 
tensions, then there must exist a mechanism by :which lung 
.. 
lipid DPPC may become rigid. Since body temperature in the 
~ammalian lung re_mains s~able a.t 37°c: thfm a phase change 
must be effected by some mea~~ other than temperature change . . 
·' . 
It ha~ b~en suggesied ~hat com~reision oi fluid ~uifactant 
monolayer results in the ~xclusio~ of the fluld lipid leav{n~ ' : 
' . . ' 
· behind a surfac~ enriched i~ _ DPPC (eg. · Watki~s, 1968, 
. . . . ":·.._;, . 
Clements~ 1977.,"" Hildebran et al., 1979). At body ·· 
t~m~erature DPPG is in a rigid gel itate which is ~apable 'ci£ 
lowering· surface _ tension --an~ stabilizing the lung at end 
.expiration. 
. The fate of squeezed- out material from pulmonary 
surfactant is another aspect which is unresolved. There is 
a possibility of the formation of bilayers o~ micellar 
str~ctures i~ the ~ubphase. Another suggestion ~as been 
mad~ regarding a.more sophisticated surface structure in ~he 
"' ' 
f orm of multifolds or ridges (Rfes,·l979), . No~ter et al . , 
(1980) have found that some -reinsertion can occur from · 
: ~ . excluded structures· but it is not known if this process ia 
a major mechanism for providing material in the monolayer ' 
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26 
· Objectives of the ~tudy 
~ 
. · A~ early as 1963, J Clements 
i_ncreasii.lg -temp~rature on the pressure _vol me rel~tionship 
·of mammalian·· lungs. He calc.ulatjP that . i' 'e minimum surface 
tension at end expiration at'27°C was 1.5 mN·m~l while at 
. . ' ~ 1 
' 47°C the minimum surface tens'ion was 18 mN·m . The reason 
for ~he increase in surface tension a, we · have · discuss~d-was 
because of a change:of phase to a liquid c~ystal ~hie~ iS 
incapable. of sustainin~ high surface pressures; A .rear 
la~r 'a similar result . w~s seen . at . 4s0 c as well as in 
p~~mothora~ - lungs (Gruen~ald, 1964). Gruenwald explained 
... the results by ·.explainin_g· that at. 48°C "the surfactant was 
's H I1 present but had somehow change ·its state". . . ( 
The mammalian lung requires rigid, gel phase lipid 
to sustain hig~ sur~ace pressures and .stabilize ~h~ lung . 
. Rigid lipid however, would not make an. efficient surfa~tant_ . 
. since gel phase lipid i~ inca~able of spreading from a : bulk 
bilayer structure to a lu~face monolayer to utilize its. 
surface activity. It hJs been suggested that there must 
exis't a delicate balance. of DPPC .and t'luidizing lipid in 
lung surfactant so "that efficient surface spreading may be I. . 
facilitated b~t . also that th~ fluid lipid can be expelled 
on full compression (exhalation) to achieve a rigid surface 
. . 
monolayer (eg. Watkins, 1968; Clements, 1977; Hildebran 
et ai., 1979; Bangham et al., 1979). This surface monolay'er 
,. 
~ould be capable ·of stabiliz-ing the lung .. If however, the-·_: ·- -
' 
mixture of DPPC and. other lipids was too f1 uid -then 
p 
.. · .. 
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27 
exclusion may · not allow for a rigid enough . sur~·lke to r·each 
' ·~ . 
the necessary low surface .tension . . I 
To full_y understand the balance of 1:i\)ids · needed 
for an efficient lung s~rfactant, one must hav~ adequate 
' .  . . . . . . . 
knowledge of the surface and bulk phase behaviour of the 
I 
lipids involved. It was the intention ~f this study to 
examine the surface charatteri~tics of a series of ·pure 
lecithins of var~ous types as a function of temperature to 
' I . 
see if saturation was a· sirre guo non for achieving low surface 
' 
tension.· 
' . . The ~ second .objective was to st~~y 1 mon?l~Y~rs of 
·.some bina.ry mix~s o:f DPPC and w~ll-defi~.e.d I pure fluid lipids 
to .provide insight· into. p~tential mechani.sms of surface 
refining. . S_ome preliminary stqdies· of mixtures of these 
j \y: . 
pur~ lipids in bulk .Phase wete also to be done. 
~· .. 
='··· 
. : . 
' .. 
-·· 
' . . 
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MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Materia-ls: 
Dipalmitoyi phosphatidylcholine (DPPC), dimyri-
. / •' . 
stoyl phosphatidylcholine (DMPC), dilauryl phosphatidyl-
choline (DLPC), 2- lyso-1-oleoyl phosphatidylcholine, egg 
. . 
phospha tidylglycerol. (egg PG), · apd dipalmi toyl 
. . I . 
phosi?hatidylethanolamine (DPJ?E) were all purchased from 
. Sigma Che~i~~l Company, St. iobis, Mo. : N;N-dimethyl 
dipal~~toyl phosphatidylethanolamine (N,N~diMeDPPE) and 
. . 
N-, methyldipalmi toyl phosphatidylethanolamine. (N-Me -DPP-E)' .were · 
obtained· from Calbioch'em. 
. m- glyce.ro- 3-phosphocl:wlfne 
Science Labor~tories; State 
'.-- .. 
(POPC) ~~s. pur~hased fro~ · Applied 
. . ,~ ... , . 
College, . ··~'A:~-· 2-o~eoyl-1 -: 
stearoyl - sn-glycero - 3-phosphochol i ne (SOPC) and its 
positional isomer · l ~ oleoyl - 2-stearoyl-sn - glycero-3 -
phosphocholine were prepared by the method described by 
Keough and Davis (1979) . an_d of Davis et al., · (1980). 
· A second batch of POPC, used in mixed monolayer experiments 1 
and 2-.linoleoyl-1'- stearoyl - sn- glycero ~ 3 -phosphocholine (SLP.C). 
. . 
were prepared by the methods ·described by Cubero Robles 
et al., (1967) and Roseman et _!1., (1978). ~11 lipids . 
showed · one spot on thin layer chromatography .although a 
small amount of 1,3-isomers was detected on occasion. 
Po·si tiona! analysis'· as d~scribed by Keough an.d Davis , (197 9) · 
·· showed that of the two batches of SOPC prepared one contained 
I ' 6% o~ its opposite isome~ while the othei contained 18% OSPC. 
·Analysis of OSPC show.ed that it contained 17% SOPC whi l e the 
. · ~l 
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POPC made in our lab corttained' 12% ~f the op~6site isomer~ 
POPC fro~ Applied Sci,nce proved to be J2% acyl· ~igrated 
and contained trace amounts of stearate and palmitoleate 
.• {))> : . . 
.. •,. _ (0. 5-1. 5%) DPPC was purified by thin layer chromatography 
,"!__ $. 
·' and stored at -20°C in chloroform:meihanql, 1:1. All 
• . • ,c.. 
syntheses ~f the mixed acid lecithins wer~ ~arrie4 out hi ' 
Dr. · K.P: Coolbear an4 Mr. P.J. Davis.. The structure~ and 
abbreviations used for all phospho!ipids _are given in 
Appendix . A . 
.. 
Solvents'were purchased ·from Fisher Sci~n~ific, 
·n~rtmouth, N~va Scotia. He~arie u~ed"was pe~ticide _ grade 
·.'while the methanol was 99.9 mole percent pure.. Acetone ·and' .. · · 
· · . chlo~oforrnwere purchased as -- A.C·.s. grade and the chloroform 
1 
was redistilled in glass. Diethyl · ether was 'q.nhydrous, 
A.C.S. grade purchased from,Fisher Scientific. 
· o 
Water ·used to form subphase solutions was 
~eionized and doubly distilied in glass, the se~on~ time · 
from alkaline perrnanganate . . The subphase used in monolayer · 
'experiments was 0 .. 15 ~ sodiurn..i .ch1orid-e. The pH of the subphase 
-was m~nitored periodi~ally a~~.fo~nd to be between 5 and 6. 
Methodology: 
Surface t~nsion measurements wer·e· acco~plished 
' , '- ( 
using a modified Langmuir -Wilhelrnybalance bought .from 
· Kimray Medical _Assoc ~ates, Oklahoma Ci ty, Oklahoma. The 
. .... 
ba.l :i'~ce employs a ·teflon trough (5. 0 .ern x 11.5 em) and a _ 
· motor- dri veri teflo~ barrier .whose speed may be v:aried from_ , 
. . 2 - i . 
\ . 
' !:•·, . 
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' .. . 
0.17 to 3. 6 em ·.set by changing the ~ombi~~tio~ o£ the 
·• • .. ' ~I . 
. . . . . 
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dri~e ~ulleys. The pool size may be reduc~d from 106 peicent 
3 . . 
I?ool size (53. 4 em ) to 15 percent pool size .at compression 
ratesvarying from 9 mintites· to 30 seconds per cycle. 
Some troughs and wipers were made to the same 
...... 
specifications by the university shops: 
The surface tension was measured using~ a platinum 
... I . ~ . I . . . 
·dipping flag (5 em in perimeter) conn~cted to ~ ~imple · for~e 
transducer and a recording scri'ber . The. flag was roughened 
' · 
with ' fine carbonundum paper and flamed prior to ; use. The · 
.: . teflon dam and trough were e:·leart~d by soaking t;h.e~ ·overnight 
.,, ·. in acetone, followed by three a~etone washes · aqd· one et~er . 
. ~ . 
·· w~sh, and all6wed to air dry: Before fo~minf~onolayers, the 
·surface of the saline subphase wa·s aspirate9 ll;h.til no' 
reduction in surface tension occurred at max~~u~ compression. 
This indicated that all surface material had been removed. 
"t 
· ·With excessive wear, dams and troughs. ha.d to ~e replaced. 
This was evident· by the inability of DPPC .to /reach near zero 
' . -1 
. mN·m . Monolay~rs ·of DPP.C were checked on a regular basis 
for this purpose and to maintain good quali ~y control. · 
· Surface tension measu~ements were tmade in an environ-
· ~ental chamber: b~ilt by the University shop~~ The ch~mber, wh~ch was 
··· .. ·· .•;. ' 
thermostatically. controlled, could maintairi the:··<Lir. temp.~ra ~ 
' . . . : 
0 . ' . 0 : 
~ure from 0- SO c· with an accuracy of ± 1 C.~ Air t empera-ture 
was monitored con~inuously and the temperi~ure of the subphase 
. .. .,. .. .. 
.was measured .subsequent to each experi'me-·nt ·by · dipping the 
. . . , 
thermomete~ directly into the s_ubphase. It is the subphase 
'J . 
temperatures that are given. in the results. Air . temp.er atures 
. · .... -:. 
I • ,•; 
...  • ' 
·-- ~--
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were generally: 1 • 2°C ·higher ·· than the subphase 'temperatu~e. 
Spreading· of mono layers - . 
r" 
Lipids were stored in chl~roform-methanol (1:1) 
(v/v) at -20°~ at a known phosphor~us concentrati9n as 
. 
determined ·by ih~ · me~~o~ of Fisk~ and Subarrow (1925). To 
f~rm anionolayer an appropriate . concentration:of lipid was· 
blown to . dryness·. under nitrogen and redissol v~d in a known 
. . . . 
volume (i x 10- 5 to 5 x 10-SL) of :hexan~ ~ethanol . (98/2, v/v) ~ · · · 
The hexane soluiirin was applied dr~pwis~ to a .clean saline 
. . ' 
·surfa·ce and the solvent was allowed·to . evap.orai.e ·for five , 
. . ·> . . . . : ·.·. 
. . ryinutes befo're compression was beg_iin. caicufations and other' " 
i. - . . . . . . 
;;determinations were gene,rally· done on the first c9mpression j i . . . . . . . . . . 
// unless otherwise s·tate.d.. This was- to-, en·S'tlre -that surface 
· _· con~entra tions were accurately· known~ c::ompr~ssion to low 
'• 
surf'ace areas generally result ' in loss of materi~l from the · 
monol~yers. 
... Bulk-phase di~persions 
Bulk phase dispersio~s were .pre~a·r~d ~o achieve 
· a ~ fihal lipid toncentration · 6f· b.s mg of )ipid per ml o£ 
. · saline. In eac~ case, D_PPC was weighed .accurately (to the 
· nearest 0.1 mg) and· dissolved in a minimum of chloroform in 
a large test tube. In. binary and tertiary mixtures, known . 
amounts of _,other constituents dissolved in chlorjf . 
~ methanoi (1:1) were added to the DPPC solut~ori. The solvent -
' ' . . . ./'· 
, / 
was evaporated to dryness using ~/gentle stream of nitrogen 
·• 
· .. .. 
~--~- ,, 
and evacu~cjuced-pressure for 2 hours. FOntY mls · 
..... 
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. .. ~ 
.. o! 0~15 M saline was added to• the test tube tontaining the 
mixture · of. ~ipids and was .. then heated to S0°C. · ·The. dis_~er­
sion was vortex.ed to achiev·e a h~m?g.eneous suspens·ion -~nd 
allowed 'to _ e_quilibra t~ at 3 7°c· .. _. ~JJ.e dispei:,~io~ ·was then 
.. . 
poured into the surl~ce balance·a~pa~atus ~hich had been 
pre-cleaned <!nd ··z~roed. - : va~io~s · c.ompr~sston rates · and· 
.. . . . 
. 'mixture were employed and are described in- the . re'su~ t-s 
section. 
; .. _· c.": 
-. '"'f. --. 
- . 
' !,. ' 
·' · 
. ' ~ 
1. - Pig lung·-surfactant prep-aration 
Pure. potcl.ne . ·surface a~ti v.e 111a terial was prepared 
· .·according tq the method of King & ·Clements . (1972 !~J .• Cer.tain 
modificati!)ns to the procedure_ ·were necess_ary to achi~ve 
appropriate cerl:trifuga tion forces and .volumes.· The. Pig ,1'\ing 
l . 
was attained fro~ ' th~ Provinci~l Abbatoir ·and put on ice 
immedia.tefy. Solutions used in .cerrtrifugatiori procedure 
. , 
.. 
• were prepar~d . according to the published m~thod except iri 
. . 
case of solutioh 2 in which 0,6 M ~odium 
-· 
instead of 0.~6 M NiBr. Appendix n: 
and a piece of 
600 ml of solutibn 1 ~as infused 
·The whole lung was-massaged gently by hand 
and the previously infused material was with~awn. Thi~ 
procedure was repeate~ twice . . 1450 ml of lung wash was 
collected and . spun at 900 rpm (160 x ~ivl for ~min i n a . 
GSA rotor . in a Sorvall - ~C - 3 centrifuge, The corn~ined 
s uperna tants.were then cent1if~g~d at · 40,000 rpm 
·.· 
·. 
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(12S,OOO,x gav) for 48 min in a Beckman 42.1 rotor. · The 
supern~tant was then discarded and the resu~tant pellet was 
suspended in 152 mls of solutjon 4 (King arid Clements 1972 I) 
. . . ~ 
• f.! 
and_ spun at 24,000> rpm ·('75,000 x ga~) for 15 -hours in a 
- ' Beckman SW. 2 7 rotor. A smal-l, brown pellet and clear super-
natant were discarded while·· the· whit-e flqating pelli~·le \;'las 
· · resusp_ended in 70 mls ·of solution 1 and .spun at 28,000 ·rpm 
- - . "" . . . 
~ (_.62, 000 x gav) · for 2 hrs · in a Beckman 42. 1 rotor. The r~sul-tant · 
· .. ·supernatant_ .)'laS-.. dis~~rded and the pellet was resuspended in· . . · 
78 mls ' of solutfo':ri 3. A contiimous gradie_nt was inade with 
- .. 
solu~iori :2 ' ~rid ~pun :1s ·his . at -24,000 rp~ in a SW 27 rotor. -. 
. . . 
-Sirr-f'ace ·active mat'e~ial appeared as· a white band 
b . 
app-roximately one-hal£ ·way up the tube. This material was 
co~lected by aspiration, suspended . in solution 1 and s'pun at 
29.;500 rpm (65_,900 -x g~v) for · ~hrs in a Beckman 42.1 ,rotor . 
. ' -
The pellet w~s . resu~R~nded in soluti6n 3 and ~pun 15 hrs 
(~I, 500 x . gav) · in · the 4? .1 rotor. · T,he floating- pel~ -icle was 
' . aspi~at~d; . suspended in distilled wat~r and centrifuged .for 
I·_ , 
. _ t hrs· at 65 ,' 900xg ·in a Beckman 42.1 - rotor. . T.he pellet was 
. . . 
s'usp€mded i'n .-dis-tilled w~ter and dialyzed with distilled water 
for 48 hi's· at . 4°c. · The non-diffusable .material was considered 
to be the surface active material : The final concentration 
- . .' ' / 
,of the dialysate wa's 1. 0 llmole P per ml in a fina1 volume of 
., 
3~.5 nils .. · 
' . ':--:\ ' 
Assuming _it - hfld a · ·phosphate content of 2. 9% by 
weight,· the value. found for purified dog lung SAM by King 
an·d "Cleme~ts (1972 II), our dialyzed dispersion would have 
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Rabbit lun$·surfactant preparation 
!· 
.. 
A preliminary experiment was carried out to compare 
the -surface properties of iung lavage material to those of 
purified surf·actant and synthetic phosphoiipids. Lavage 
11\aterial was obta,ined from the lunis of an adult, female, 
New · ·z~aland · White Rabbit. . A tracheos_t?my tub~ fitted. with a 
50 ml syringe wa~ inse~ted into the trachea an4 the lung was · 
. . ' ~g~ntl: IaV~ged .with -.40 ml of physiolOgi"a; .;line (~. 9% c:lv.·. ·. 









' ' .. · 
combin-ed for minutes were and centrifuged 5 at · 500 X ·g i n· a 
SS34 rotor in .. a Sor val .RC2B centrifuge.. ·a was the combined 
. . . . . . 
. f' 
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RESULTS 
Simple lecithin m~nolayers 
The lung surfactant system requires other lecithins 
besi<;les DPPC t<? attain lung stability. As a result· this 
study investigated a se.ries of saturated ·and unsaturated 
' lecithins. It had generally been assumed that monolaye~s 
of unsawated. lecithins would' not s~sta~n high su'rr'ac~ 
pressures ~n high compression (eg. Cleme~ts · 1963) · and it had · . 
bei:m ·stated that they were being_ compressed above · their tc' s. : 
.) . ' ' ' . ' 
While some reports · supported ~his idea' there were no· syste-
matic stu_dies ~ sort out the rel~tions·hip b~tween iip~d ' 
fluidity, lipid unsaturation· and the ability ~f the -~ppropriate. 
lipids to reach very low'surface tension when compressed. 
cUsing a surface balance and a temperature-controlled cham~er, 
we m1dertook an investigation o·f momilayers ·of both saturat,ed 
and unsaturated lecithins with known tc;s to ·determine 
· whet~~r the ·conditions for achieving low surface tension were 
:tther-rtgi:'d~hains or saturate-d~hains oi b-otlh-t-.------'-- -
Single component monolayers of various disaturated 
and mono-unsaturated lecithins_ were. examined using .. a modified 
Langmuir-Wilhelmy type. surface balance. Typical isotherms ·. 
. · are outlined in Fig. 8.. The structures and abbreviations for 
.alf phospholipids are given in Appendix A. In these examples 
compression of a fully expanded monolayer '. was. effected at a 
rate of 0.172. c~~·sec-l using a surface load'.of 
approximately 0.008 micromoles (pmole). ·' Such a compress1on 
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Typ.ical su·r 'face tension ~ are·a isotherms · of var.ious 
lecithins abov~ and below their gel tci .liquid 
crystalline transition temper~ture . . Surface · lip i d 
concentration was 0. 008 ll mole. Compressio.n rate 
2 ~ 1· 
was 0.17 cm--·sec .. 
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36 . . 
· of· d;i. .ptlmit~yl phosphatidylchoiine (DPPC.) at ~37?c results .in 
a minimu~ surface tension .(ymin) ·. of about l ,m!'l·m- 1 . . Thi~ 
result is similar to those obtained elsewhere (Watkins, 1968; 
1-ti.ldebran et al. _, 1979) ·.. If however; the experimental 
· temperature was increased to 43°C, p·ast the transition _·.:tern-
.. perature of DPPC (Chapman, 1975)' the isotherm which results 
·· 'i.s in frame b ·of Fi.g. a.· As can be seen the m·inimum surface .· 
-· tension for DPPC past its .~ulk phase transition . tempera.ture_ . . .. 
• • . . r . 
•' ·.· . .~ . ,'· ·.· · .. : . ' . -1 ·, 
. ., . . · 1s 20 mN · rn . 
. ·:: ' . 
. . ' 
To .ensure that this effect was not p'eq.1H~r t o .only· I' ; 1 , 1 
' . : ~ . . ...: . -: -:. · .. ·<: . : .. 
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. .:__ ·. und~r .' sim~lar cond_itions below and above its phase transition· 
temperat~ .of 23°c·. At 10°C, below its tc, DMPC' can eas~ly 
approac~ 0 mN·rn - \ b~t can only achieve 20 mN·m- 1 above its 
.' tc. · Figure 8 also shows isother!?s {.or OSPC and· SOPC. '\'lhich 
'. had tc' s . of R°C and -6~C re·s~ecti ve.ly. · For both leci t~ins , . 
mono layers compressed below- t ~chieved ·a mN •rn -l while . a bove . ·. 
. c . . . . . 
. -1 • . 
t'c, 'Y of orily 20 mN ·mN·rn .could be reached. · POPC, DL PC a:nd 
examined above t . 
. . . . c ' Table 1 shows that the results of th.ese 
isotherms indicate · that abpve tc, these _l_eci thins. are in-
capable of · reaching near · zero surface tension.· 
The preceeding results indicate ·that for a lecithin 
'monolayer to reach low s~rface tensi on, :a rig i d .. or g ei':.phase ' 
lipid is. ~eces sary. Thes.e ·results were extended by perfornilng· 
•, 
is'othe'rms at · a wider variety of temperatures. These results 
are ·summarized in · Table .1. From the work of Clem.ents' (1967) 
.. 
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Table 1. Minimu~ su~face · ten~ion . achieved · by a series· of 
monolayers of lecithins at d~fferent temperatures. 
T = gel to liq_uid crystalline transition 
. C , I . . . 
.. ~empera~ure; Tm = measurement temperature; 
ymin = minimum surface . t~nsion achieved at maximum 
. . . . 2 -1 
compression; F = fast compression at 1. 02 em · s·ec ; 
.. \ . 2 -1 . 
S = slow compression at o·. 17 em ·sec • 







-- · - ·- - .. ___ .. \ .. _:...._· __ _ 
I ----·------- -- ~----- ---------------------- -- --- - -. . 
I,.ipid 
Tm, · Tm-Tc, Compr~s-
oc · · oc . sion · 
,. 
; · . Rate · 
. ' • .. 41 (~e£.3) .- ·, ·DPPC .. 
' 
14 -27 :s 
23 -18 s 
33 - 8 s 
37 -4 s 
37 I 
- 4. F 
44 +3 s 
DMPC 23 ' (Re~. 3) · 2 - 21 s 
10 · -13 s 
14 -9 s 
3-3 +10 s 
.. 3.6 +13 F 
36 . +13 s 
DLPC - 2 0 +2· . .. s 
. . 10 +12 s 
SOPC 6 0 . -6 :F 
0 ' • -6 s 
-3 .. -3 - s 




9 I ' ·+3 s 
36 +30 . . F 
36 . +30 s 
OSPC 8 1 -7 s 
-POPC -6* 
9 +1 s 
4 +10 s 
1 3 ;+19 s 
42 +'48 s 
' ! 
11t POPC fr'om ~pplied ~cience, 
' ~ ' I 
' . 
j •' 
\ ... ~·~'---- ·---· · · 
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o·n DPPC and· PC'~ - containing unsaturated chains it had been 
·thought 'that PC 1 s with saturated chains were necessary to I . . . 
achieve very low surface tension during c~mpress iC?n. i _ The · · 
•. 
data in Table 1 show that this is not the case. Unsaturated 
lecithins when compressed below their t~ (eg. SOPC and OSPC 
at . 0°C) are capable of achieving surface tensions near 
0 rnN·m- 1 .. This .indicates that the ability -to reach low"surfa_ce 
-_ - ~:·-.·'-:---::--~-:-. _--- .ten·s i'on~-s-c-reJ._a_t:...e_d_topna:se:rat:h----er-1:1ianfh--e:-5fi'Uc_t.ure · a lone and 
' : ' 
.. ,. 
'. .. , . 
Monoiay~rs cont~ini'ng ·binary mixtures 6£ . le.ci thins 
{ l l 
. Lung · surfactant is a complex, · mul ticomponent system · 
. . . ' . 
r i_n which t~e abiii t-.y to provide .pulmonary stability 'requ'i'tes 
a fine balance between·· nPPC and. .its other cons.tituents. ·This 
study ·has -investiiated simple binary monel systems of DPPC · 
. . _._J . _ .. •· . 
· · ,' 
:. . ' 
' 
', . 
and unsat~rated· lecith.ins t~ aid in understanding their • 
basic interactiqns·. Figure 9 · shows a · series of isotherms of 
' ' 
mixtures of DPPC and SOPC at 37°c.· The dashed line represents 
.' 2 -1 -
the- first comp.ressi:on which was at a rate of 0.17 Z em ·sec 
and solid _line .is the .second · cornpre 'ssi~n ~t a rate oLl.O_Z cm2 
-1 . 
sec Both. isotherms were a result of the · same ~nitially 
spread 'monolayer and similar results' we:re attained ··for the 
~pposi·te compression rate sequence · (ie 1. 0 2 
. . - 2 -1 ' . . 
and 0.172 em ·sec_ · second-). .On the faster 
cm2 ·sec -l -first · 
.-
compression each 
monolayer coulc\ reach a ' lower . sur~ace . tension (han that 
achieved a~ · t~~ slower rate. Mix'tures containing less than 
. -1 
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39 
for the compression at 1._02 cm2 ·sec-l but only 12-20 mN·m- 1 
.. 
for the- corresponding mi.xture at the slower rate. The 
mixtures · containing 70% SOPC, on the other hand, did not 
achieve Ymin of 12 mN·m- 1 at either compression rate. 
To see if · this effect of lowering of surface 
tension was related ·to lipid phase and. not lip~d structure a · 
number of controls were exarnfned (see Fig. 10). At 0°C both 
... 
------- -__ -.. __ _ DPPc~-·and· · sopc--_a~ :- ~e-n_ as :mixtures · of DPPC:sopc-· (6s :~~s ---al!.L~-=_:: ----- · ----




30: 70) were capable of· reaching-nea-rly 0 -mN·m-\ - since the 
. . I . 
measurement was ~one below both of their tc's. If however, 
.mixtures .of DMPC and SOPC were. measured at 37°C nei th~r the 
' ' 
o_ne containing 65% nor 30% DMPC was able to reach 0 mN ·in'-:- 1 . 
At 37° both components were above -their· respective transitions . 
temperatures res~l ting in a fluid monolayer. 
: To check that .f,his effect· of the lowering of 
- ' 
·surface tension in mixtures . of DPPC and SOPC .was not a 
r ,ysult of the · continued cyclic compressions, separate mono-
layers were checked at both compress ion rates . . Figure 1 1 
shows · a · ser(es of isotherms of separate monolayers of 
DPPC/SOPC mixtur~s at three different surface · concentrations 
·and two · rat-es o:17 cm2/sec and 1.02 cm2/sec; · Previous 
~ . 
i sotherms w~re ·obtai-ned using a surface concentration 
· capab I e of undergo~-at least two compress ions • The effect 
·-of surface concentration was examined by applyi~g individual 
monolayers of . :0.0075,'0.0l5 ·and 0.025 llmole · of eac~ 
, ·I • • . 
~ixture. ~~noi_ayers compres1~ed at 1. 02 cm2 .'sec- 1 reached -a 
\ ' . .' 
lower surface t ·ension than comparable mixtures compressed at 
.·. 
-'!!.' . 
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·Figure ·g ', Surface tens·:Lon area isotherms of rnonolayei:s of· 
., . 
' . 0 . 
·mixtures .of DPPC and SOPC at 37 C • . 
_ .. _ .. _ 
. First compression at 0 .·17 cm2:. ~ec "' 1 
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Surface tension - area isotherms of various . 
mixtures of lipids' above and pelow their bulk 
phase transition temperatures. 
F . . 0 17 2 -l 1rst compress1on at o em 0 , sec 
' . . 2 · -1 Second .compression at lo 02 em ~sec 0 
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Surface tension ·_ a 'P'ea s~parate .isother!fis ._ o~ :-
. ·DPPC/SOPC rnixtu,r~s ·at · 3 surface concentxa~ io~s , 
(0.0075_, 0. 01~ ," and 0' . 02~ - lJffiO~es) COmpressed at 
-3 -7°C. Compression rates 
:~nd .1. 0 i .ern 2 • s'e~ - 1 (-) 
2 -1 
of 0. 17 em ·sec . (--,;.) , . 
·' 
·.· . 
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' 
-· 
. 2 . -1 .. 
0 .17 2 em · ·sec . For some mixtnre·s the li'hil i ty to reach ~ 
. /' ' 
surface t~nsion · was also s·omewhat dependent on "the" 1.ipid 
f • . ~ , 
' surf~ce concentration. As the surface concentration was 
increased the minimum surface ~ension achieveable was· 
decreased accordingly. · For example, mixtures cont-aining 
... 
65/35 DPPC/SOPC reached lower -surface tensions ·when . initiated 
• . 
.. . 
from a surface load of 0.025 ~mole lipid than a monolayer 
containing 0.0074 llmole lipid .when compressed at 1.02 
c~2 ·sec - 1. These results are expressed . graphi~ally . in 
Figure 12.' c~mp~e-~sio~~. at 1. -02 cJ112·sec-1 ·of the ·a . ols J.nnole 
... 
nd 0~025 pmole pei surface were very similir in their ability·. 
. . . . I . ~ · . . - · . · . . .· . , 
to reach low surface tension. The· two hi~hest concentrations 
ieached lower surfac~ tens~ons than• the 0.6075 pmole mono-
·layer · es.peci~lly at. the 65/35 molar r·~:J.tio . For the 
. . 2 -1 . 
0.172 em ·sec compressi_on r~e, a lower surface tension . · 
.. ~ -
was achieved for the monolaye.r.._containing 0 _. 9 2_5 ·}.lmole than 
eiiher of those . h~ving 0!0075 or .O.OlS pmole especiallj for 
'the 90/10, · 6~/35 . an~ · the S0/50 molar mixtures. 
The surfa'ce balance~ was modified . t6' obtain cycling 
-rates· up ·to 3.6 cm2·sec-l and ~onolayers were compressed at 
;this rate. The results are shown in Fig. 13. The compres-
si~ns at 3.6 ~mi~~~c- 1 - ~ea~hed iower surf~ce · tension t han 
.either the corresponding isotherms ·obtained at ··~ates of 
0 17 ? 1 02 cm 2•sec-1 ·.; . . - or . For example·, .. for a 30/70 mixture 
~f DfPC/SOPC, the minimum surface tension· for the fastest -
. r.ate .'Was 11-·mt-l·m- 1 whil~ it was .15 ffiN·m- 1 and 14 mN·m- 1 f.o r 
the 0.1t2 and i.02 cm2 ·,~c - l r~tes ~espectively . It is 
• . 
. . 
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•; . 
Bff~ct of ~urface concenitation of riPP€/SOPC mono-
r -
layers on their abi'li ty to reach·. low surface 
· tension at. 37°C. Surfaces were compressed at 
·z -1 2 -1 
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Figure t 3. . -Surface tens ion area isotherms of· mixtures of 
.-. 
DPPC/SOPC at 37°C a.t a su-r:face concentration :of 
0.0075 ·lJmole. Isotherms co~press~d at 0.17, 
.. 1.02 and 3.6 cm2 ·se~-l ·' The molar ratio of DPPC 
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noteworthy however, that whatever the compression rate ·there. 
existed a_ graduation in ymin which depended on . DPPC content: 
To make sure that this effect of surface tension 
lowering wa~ not peculiar to SOPC and DPPC a _ series of 
' . 
binary mono layers were examined using_ other lecithins mixed 
with DPPC. Figure 14 shows isotherms of DPPC an~ POPt at 
. . 
a surface concentration of 0.0075 11mole · at three· different 
compress ion rates. It is obv:ipus that 'the same effect of a 
I 
stepwise variation in minimum surface tension is obt.ained 
where an increasing co~centration of POPC results in an 
elevated ymin .. It is · also.-apparent that the minimum surface 
. ' . 
tensio·n·· is ~ep'endent · on· c_ompression rate .. · Invariably the 
. . 
minimum surface'. tension is lower for a compression at 3. 6 
cm2 ·sec-~ than 1.02 or o.i72 cm 2·sec-l for a comparable molar 
~~xtu~e. · Even ~t the fastest rate .however, a 30/70 mixture 
-of-- ,.. . . 
of DPP~ -krlth.-_POPC was· incapable . of ·reaching surface.- tensions 
. ' 1 
below i2-13 mN·m- . 
·rn an attempt to investigate ~hether the 
achievement of low y·min in mixed iecithin monolayers was a 
function of phase, structure, or both, a similar set of 
. ' 
isotherms· were examined using dilamroylphosphatidylcholine 
' J 
- (DLPC) as _th~uid lipid . . DLPC is a _disaturated lecithin, 
like DPPC, b~t has a tc = -2°C, very near that of POPC 
(tc = -3°C). Figure 15 shows th~results of such experiments 
1 us :i.ng DPPC and DLPC at a surface concentration o·f 0. 00·7 S 
;# . • 
pmole compressed at the three d_ifferent rates, The same 
general · effect of the lowering -of.surface tension is ~een 
... 
. ' - ~·, 
.· .. 
·-- -· 
. j . .... 
' . 
. .. . .. -·- --- .... . . ·-··-·-·----.---· : ·- ... , , -""7·- --
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su:r 'fa'ce . te~s -ion .. area isotherms of mixtur~s o_£· .. 
DPPC and POPC at 37°C at · a surface concentratipn 
of .0 ~ 007 5 llmole. Isotherms · compressed at 0.17, 
1. 02 and 3. 6 cm2 -~ sec -l. The molar ·ratio of 
~ 
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Surface tension - area isotherms · of mixtures. of 
' ·· . 
'DPPC and DLPC . ~t 37°C ~t · ~ iurfate con~entration 
·o{ 0. 007 5 Jimole. Isotherms compressed ·at . 0 .17., · 
1. 02 and 3·. 6 . cm2 · sec·-l. The molar ratio of. DPPC 
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; 
'and .is . simi laity dependent on . the relative c~ncEimtrations . 
I 
of the.:_tw.o components . and the rate .of compression. 
Stearoyl linoleoyl phosphatidylcholine (SLPC) 
tc = -18°C), a more fluid lecithin, .was ~lso tested for it~ 
ability to affect DPPC's surface activity. 37°C isotherms 
· at the. four concentrations and three compression rates are 
shown in Fig. 16. As can be seen a simi~ar pattern .of 
. - . . . 
'; 
·. · results . as the three previous mixtu.l;-.e.s is 'ob't'ained. 
. . .... . ·:f;igure 17 shows a graphic · -c~~pariso~ ·of t~ minimum· 
' surface tensiori obtained by ali four lipid mixture of mono~ 
~. layers . compressed at three different · rates. The ·•ability 
of mono layers · to achieve .ymin was dependent . on the type o'f . 
. fluid·. i.eci thins us~d and th.eir . proportion~ with. DPPC . . rhe 
. . \ - . . . 
difference was greatest between mixtures of POPC/DPP·c in 
comparison to SOPC/DPPC. In mo~t cases mixtures of SO~C 
reacheq lower surface tensions than comparable mixtures of . 
'· ' ' 2 ' . . 1 
the other three .. ll,pids. . For compression ·rates of 1. 02 em ;sec-.. . 
and' 3.6 ~m2 ·sec- 1 , mixed monolay.ers.of DLPC crrra DPPC beh~ved 
similarly to those· of SOPC 'plus DPPC. The yrnins , however, 
b£ all pur~ lipid crystalline lec i thins were sfmilar ·for 
equivalent cornpre~sion rates. 
It is evident that reaching low surface tensions 
. is' dependent upon compressi:on rate be cause invar i ably a 
r · r- , . 
faster compressi on reached to lower ymin than a slower one. 
Als·o, i t .i ~ yery clear that ymin .is dependent on the relative 
concentrations . ~£ the two lipids. In all cases, the mixtbres · 
I . 
with the lowest percentage ol fiuid lecit hin f eached a 
•. 
00 A ' 0 A-4 - -
l . 
·, 
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Figure 16. Surface tension are·a isotherms of. mixtures· of 
·. 
• DPPC a~St-PC at 37°c· at ~ su~face, .~~~t-intr.ation 
. of 0.007S"Ilmole. Isotherms ec>mp·ressed at 0.17, 
1.02 and 3.6 crn2 ·sec~l. The molar ratio of DPPC 
to SLPC:: is given in each panel. 
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Figuie 17 . ; .ffect Of v'ari ous fluid lOci thin~. :mixed with ,DPP\ 
). · on · the minimum surface tells ion of~~ surface tension-
0 " 1 ar~a isother~s compressed at 37 c. Monolayers 
. ' . . . ', . ' . 2 -1 . 
. , 
' ' ' 
·-
' ~ :, 
\ 
' : 
,• •• •• ~ ,* 
· .. .. 
compressed a·t · rates of 0.17, 1. 02 and~ em ·sec · . 
-41~------------~.--·--~~~-~- ----~V~a~l~u~e~s~.r~e~p~r~er, =s~e~n~~-m~e~a=~.+ ~range (n = 2) except~f~o~r~---~------+-~· · 
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.·· 
_, ... 
~ · · 
at . em •sec . w ere va ues are mean 
, .:!:. S.D.- (n ; 4). · Values on gr~ph entitled 
. 2. -1 ' . 
0.17 em •sec .represent single values; otherwise 
where ra~ge is not given it ' is within the size of 
the symbol~ For clarity; the error ba~s are given 
qn_ one side of the- symbol, i.e. they repres·ent one-
/ 
half the· range. 
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52 
lower ymin than mixtures of that part~c~lar lecithin with 
higher fluid lecithin concentration at the same compression 
rate. 





The preceding studies have investigated the ab'ili ty · 






. . . 
'rt is also i nterestip.g to study the surface activ_ities. of 
mixture~ of another phos~holipid) dipalmitoyl phosphatidyl-
, 
~thanolamine (DPP~) with DPPC. Pi has be~n fo~nd only in 
small amounts in mammalian lung surfactant (eg . . King and 
I 
Clements, 1972; ·Trauble, 1974). It is, however, a 
zwitt~rionic lipid like lecithin and would perhaps behave 
• in ·a similar fashion. Indeed earlier studi es at ·low 
surface pressures. (eg. Phillips and Chapman, 1968~ 
.. 
Trauble et al., 197_4) would tend to confirm this . . Very 
~ittle work has been done with surface proper~ies of PE 
monolayers. DPPE monolayers have been studied below tc 
. I 
_CN?tter_ and Morrow •. ,975) an~1they only attained- a collapse pressur~ of 55 mN'm · . Furthermore, it was also 
of interest to exami ne the monolayer characteristics of 
mono- and dimethylated PE' s . Since these preliminary 
studies were ·un.dertaken, a .report by Evans ·et al., (1980) 
. --
has appeared ·where the compression of the N-methylated 
' . . 
derivatives of DPPE have been examined. Full hysteresis 
loops however' we·re not_ given in the stu4y. 
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Surface tens ion - area isothe·rms of mixtures of 
DPPC and DPPE ·at 23°C. Initial surface 
concentra.tion of 0. 008 1-1·mo~e. Compression rate 
2 . 1 
of .17 em ·sec . 
• . 
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obtained from mixtures of DPPE and DPPC. Amounts of 
. 
0. 008 ~mole were applied to each surface. · DPPE monolayers, 
. 1 : 2 -1 
re acheq. only 18 mN ·m- at a compress ion rate of 0. 17 em ·sec ,. 
4-< 
. . 
al,though it is ~elow its phase transition t~mperature 
' (tc DPPE . = 64°C, _ Vaugh~ . and ~eou~h, 1974): ·· There was a 
progressive decrease in Y min, however, as seen in Fig • . 18 
which dep'ended on the . relative concentrations ' of the two 
lipids. As the concentra.tion of DPPE was. increased there 
were also changes ·in the shapes· of the hysteresis loo,ps 
· teildin toward 
. . 
relaxation is substantially different from that of DPPC. 
On. relaxation the surface tension drops in a simiiar way a~ 
DPPC until .it reaches about 25 mN •m -l at which' t'ime further 
relaxation results in a s.low increase in surface tension · to 
70 mN·m -l.. As the concentrati,on of DPPE is increased, the 
' "" minimum surface tension attainable tends toward that of DPPE·. ; 
itself . . It sh.ould be noted that these are preliminary 
experiments· and that some of · t~ese changes in hystereses 
shapes may be caused by changes in dipping plate contact 
. A 
angles (Notter and Morrow, 1975). Sandblasting of the 
..... 
· · platinum fl~gs may be ·useful in further experiments of thiS 
type to attempt to reduce contact angle changes. 
· Figure 19 shows i-sotherms of Nr-Methyl dipalinitoyl 
phosphatidylethanolamine (N-Me-DPPE) and N,N-dimethyl 
. 
0 . 
dipalmitoyl .phosphatidylethanolamine (N, N-diMe-DPPE) as well 
. . 
as DPPB and DPPC. Again 0. 008 lliD_?le of lipid was applied 
tp a · cl~an surface. The dimethyl species reached a minimum 
1: 
fl 

































Surface tension - area isotherms of DPPE, 
N~methyl DPPE, N,N~dimethyl DPPE and DPPC at 
23°C. ·surface concentration of O: 008 ·'IJmole and· 
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-1 ~ . 
surface tension of 4 mN·m 1 while tli.e monomethylated DPPE · 
could be compre.ssed to only 11 mN·m-1 . It seems then that 
'"' ' . 
'the structure of the head group is an · influencing facto1r in 
the achievement of low surface tension. 
Bulk phase dispersions .. 
Tfie production of surfactant h.as ~-een suggested · to 
occur -from a secretion of material from, tli.e typ~ II 
• \<1 
· p~eumocytes, through a more complex bulk phase structure and 
onto a surface monolayer (Goerke, 1974). The .nature of the 
--~m,-e....,..clrnnisrn or-t-he inseruon of the .monolayer into the a'ir-
water interface .is unknown. lt . has· been suggested that 
'' 
.. lamellar bodies with minimal hydration may insert at 'the 
in'terface and that spreading of relativety dry material may 
occur at the surface (Morley et aL, · ~978}. It could be, 
,. 
however, that the monolayer may , ~pread from materi~l in ·the 
.. 
subphase which is som·ewhat more like traditional liposomes . 
. Thus the surfactant · monolayer may behave as a monolayer over:-. 
. a bulk ph.ase \dispersion.· Certainly many an.im~l mod~ls. (n~_ . 
· ·at least one study1 with humans (Fugiwara, 1980) have employed 
. · bulk phase lipid dispersions as a replacement s·urfactant. To 
.\ 
g~lin a better insight i~to surfactant fun~tion and to aid in 
the design of such "wet"' replacement surfac~BJltS, studies of 
•·. 
the properties of mono~ayers .over tiulk phase were undertake-n. 
Thi's '\'fOuld. allow us to deter~ine if •the properties of sol~.ent-
~ . 
·spread and absor~ed mono layers were ·. similar. . 
• .' ' • • I 
. 
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57 \ 
·lipid per ml of s.aline · were examined at 37°C and the results 
are shown in Figs. 20 and z'l. ·Figure 20 snows 31°c isotherms 
of dispersions of DPPC and SOPC. A 65(~5 molar Jllixture of 
i ' I • ' 
DPPC/SOPC (Fig. 2D..Al showed an :i:'ni'~ial surface tension of 
. . 
53 mN•ni_: 1 which compresse~ to 13 mN.·m:-1 at a rate ot' 
. .· .. ' ' 
. 2 -1 . . . 
1..02 em ·sec , When the surface was relaxed the surface 
t'eAs.iori went to 70 mN·m-1 , ·but if .tli.e · t;ough ·was left·_. 
.. 
tindisturb'ed at 100 per, .cent pQol : she, the surface tens ion 
. .. 
falls without · compression. .After thirty min~tes the surface 
tension .dropped to 41 mN~rn-1 . · Compres.sion of this surface 
I 
,• . . ·- .. 2 . -1 
at -a rate of 3.6 em /sec results ·in a y min of 2 rnN·m ~ 
· · Re~axation to 100 percent· pool size resulted in a surface 
tension of 70 mN·in-1·.. It was then decided to leave this 
.surface undisturbed to see how iow the surface w~uld fall 
without compression. After sixteen hours, surface tension 
had fallen to 20 mN·m-1 which compressed to- 0 mN·JI\:-1. at 
3 ."6 cm2 ·sec -l • 
... --- · -- When -a- known- amount-- o£ ~yso-ol'eoy.L.pho.s..p~atidyl 
c~oUne was added to the ·mixture. · The resulting bulk. phase 
'molar· concen.tratio_n was calcula ~ed to . 'be DPPC/SOPC/lyso-
oleoyl. PC, 61.5/.34.0/5.5·. This mixture was prepared ·by 
evaporating a .known quantity of lyso-ole_oyl PC/chlo.rof orm 
solution to drynes·s using nit.rogen . · The DPPC/SOPC dispersion 
. .. was 'added to the . . dry,tyso PC fi.eated to S0°C· and vortex'ed . 
. until an even disp_ersion~taine.d. The dis~ersi~n was· . 
. _pour~d into a clean . trough 11.~ 3 7°C. Initially-, the. surface 
,' 
. ten'slon of .the ·, dispersi.on was 30 :~N· m~1 and dropped .to 2 7· ·mN . ·~-1 
. . : ' ·; ' 
: .• 
.. •. ' 
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. , .... .. -::-.--. 
dispersions of DPPC and SOPC at 37°C ; 
Fig. A. shows 3 compressions o .f the DPPC/SOPC 
(65/35) dispersion. Compression 1 (-) was at a 
2 -t . 
-rate of 1. 02 em ·sec · and compress1on 2 (· - ·-) 
~ ' 
. 2 -1 
and 3 (---)were at 3.6 em ·sec • 
Fig. B. shows compression of a dispersion of 
DPPC/~OPC/lyso oleoyl PC (61.5/34.J)/S.S) at 
1. 02 cm2 • s~c- 1 ~ 
Time periods on p~:ilels represent the 
., 
time required for the indicated fall in surface 
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Figure 2L ~urface tension .- area isotherms o£ :· A __ D~PC/ 
e~g PG/lyso oleoyl PC . '( 65/ZO/ 1 5), B - DPPC/OSPC/ 
lyso _gleoyl PC (67/24/9) and C " DPPC/OSPC/lyso 
oleoyl PC (65/30/ 5). 'In Fig. A, compression 
. 3 6 2 .-l h "1 ' B d C . was at . em ·sec w 1 e 1n an compress1ons 
.; 2 • (I ' ~ 
were at 1. 0 2 em • sjec -l ~·J!, \ f'ime s shown on panels 
. . . 
.. A and B represent the amount of time the surface· 
was left fully expanded and the extent of the drop 
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60 
r 
tn· twelve minutes (?ig. 20B)_. Compression of the surface at 
2 . -1 . . . . . ·-1 
1. 0 2 em ·sec lowered the surf ace tension to 2. S rnN •Jh' at 
. 
. I 
1.5 percent pool ~ize. When fully expanded ttlie surface tension 
inc-reased to 35 mN:in-l out dropped to 27 m~.'m-l ~it,hif two.~ ... 
/ "- • . b -1 
· · minutes. Sufisequent compressio~ again reached 2. 5 mN·in . .a .. 
\ 
. · . re-expanded ~~ 35 rnN.'m - 1 . Addition . of more .lyso-oleoyl PC 
by resuspension, giving ·a· final mol'ar concentration of 
60/32/8, DPPC/~OPC/lyso, PC resulted in a minimum attainable 
. r,.. 
su;face · tension of 10 mN·m-1 . 
l 
It is oBvious tfi..at there is 
a fin.e b~lance ·of fluid and rigid lipid to give optimum·. 
. . 
spreading_ ability as well as . t~e .lo~ering of y to n~ar-zero 
. . 
value.,s. · 
F;i~ure 21A shows the results 'tof ~sotherms obtaiRed 
- ~~ 37°C ~ith su~pensions of DPPC/egg . phosphatidylcholin~/lyso 
"' ole,oyl phosphati.dylch.oline, (65/20/15 molar ratio). The 
. mix~ure was poured · at 37°C givf ng. an initial surface · tension 
of 63 mN·m·.- 1 and.compr;~ sing to only 18 mN·in-l andre-expanded 
to 65 rnN·m-l at 100 percent pool si~e:_ ~fter one hour the 
. . -1 
initial surface tensi?n dropped to 45 mN·m . Compression 
. 2 -1 . 
of this surface at -the fastest rate of 3.6 em •sec still 
- ~ 
-1 
reached only 18 . mN · ni ~ A second such compression again · 
. - 1 
achieved 18 mN · ·m . 
Oleoyl-~tearoyl . phosp4atidyl choline {OSPC) was 
used in sonie dfspersion preparat-ions to determine its effect 
on the surtace ~~operties of DPP~. A O;S ~g lipid per ml 
dispersion of DPPG/OSPC/lyso-oleoyl PC in a molar .ratio of 
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mixture .had a.n irii t;i.al surface tnesion o£ 35 mN_:m-''f·:· and . · 
2 ' 1 1 
compressed-at a rate . of 1.02 em. ·sec" to 7 mN·m .. ~ · Re-
expa~sion to 100 percent po<>l -' size resulted in a sur'face 
tension of 48 mN·m- 1 • When this ~urface was left ~t 37°C 
for one .·hour .. the )surface tension dropped to 21 niN·· m -l. 
Compression of this su~face .-resulted in~ a. yrnin -of 0 mN • m- 1 • 
.. . 
Two subsequent · compressions were done in succession, botp of. 
which s.t~rted ~t .45 . rnN·m·l· a:fid _";11 timately · r~ached near zerq 
surface tension. .The second · compression loop however, was 
'. . 
· ' 
smaller than ihe fi~st indicating'a loss of surface ~ctive 
material.· .A similar mixture containing 65% DPPC, 30% OSPC 
" 
and· 5% lyso oleoyl PC was examined and· the results are shown 
. . 1 . ' ' 1 ' 
.J.n Fig. 21C. · Compressions went fn;m1 S0-55 mN:m- · to 1 mN:m~ · 
· at a rate of 1.02 cm2 ·sec"1 ov~r at least eight :cycles. · 
As a comparison, bulk phase dispersions of b':lological 
systems were also prepared. Figure 22A s6ows ai~7°C isotherm 
of a saline wash from an adult rabbit. · . An initial compression · 
. . 2 i 1 '' 
at the 1.02 em ·sec- rate reach~d only 12 m&·m- but 
' 
·. · ·subsequent compressions easil'y attained near zero surface 
I. 
tension. 'This cyc~~ng was repeated over 20 cytles but the 
hysteresis loop became marginally ~mallet on every compr~s-. 
sian. 
.. . . .:::.~ . 
Purified surface activ:e material (·SAM) from pig lung 
was prepared according to the method of King · & Caem!nts (1972 I). 
The isotherm of a dispersion of the SAM at a concentration of 
1 ~mole of -phosphorus per· ml of saline is sh~wn in Fig. 22 B. 
It's properties were very .s i milar t~ those obtained from the 
ll, 
·- ..-.:· . 
• ' \ 
\ 
' '\.o 
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Figure -22·. ·sur'face tension. - area isotherms_ ot':. A - 'adult 
rabbit saline .lu~~ wash and ·B,. ~ purified surface ~ · 
· : ·· ' porcine ' lung 
·' 
active material extracted from wash. 
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... t 63 
-. 
. rabbl. t :salOi.rie was'h rna teri'al :.-
. · ·. -1 
· mixture ha~ a surface tension of 3_7 mN·m . and compre~sed to -. 
7 inN·m-1 at a · r.ate . of. 1.02 cm2·sec-1 .. Fully expanded, the· 
. I 
su:rface· tensio~·\was 4.3 mN·m- 1 but dropped to 23 mN·m- 1 ·in 
just 30'. minutes. 
.r. · · 
·.Compression from . 23 mN·m- l achieyed zer~ 
surface tensio~ but subs~quent · compress.ions showed loss · of 
surface material as indicat~c! ~y a reduction· in the size of ·. ·. 
· th~ - hysteresis. loop. 
. . 
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! . events which <;>ccur at . the ~~ter interf~_ce in the surf~c_: 
' . . . 
tant system one must first discern the behaviour o·f itls 
. ,) . . . ' 
· indi!vidual ~omponents_·: It ·ha·s been well ~stablished th~t · · 
- . . .... . . . . ) 
. ·~ . . ' .. 
. . lecithin, : es~ecially· dipalmitoy11e~hin, is found in lung 
: extra.cts (Clements, 1962; King : et al. , 19~ 2 :t I) and is · mainly 
I· ·. -- . 
1. 
f t . 
• ~- '. i -
. ' 
re.sponsibl.e for the ·luri"gs r 'eaching low. surface tension 
. . ' \ . 
· ·· val~es .at· 37°C. ·For ~ alm~st thirty years . the surface activity 
. . \ .- . 
' . o'f ' various :pho,sphatidyl ~ho\.lines and ' phosphatidyl~th.anol-
• • . • ·~ • • I . • 
- I .'·! 
.. ,• ' . :, .. 
' '· 
, ! ·,:·: . 
-:.". 
, . . . ~.'mines has b.een studied' using. modified ; La'ng~uir-Wilhelmy · 
' I I . , , 
.. ·_. 
• f ..... . : . . .. :: ~:. 
· ·bal ances • . Howeve r: , .many . of· th~ studies w~re d~ne :·at .. . . : ' · .. .. '· ·.: . 
0 ' : . . . . . 
2 3 C and were not ·compressed to high s urface pressur es and . 
re-..expanded in a cyclic ·fashj.on. : Since surfactant is 
. . 
. ·. : ~~mpr~sed of s~tu.ra-t:e.d :ph_o~ph·olip~d~ch· as DPPC, : as 
well as unsaturated lipids, ·(King et al., 1 972 I I) it is 
-
apparent that there exists in the total lipid, a mixture 
of liquid crystal and gel phase lipid (Trauble et al. , 1~,.7~ ; - ;· 
_Steim, _19!6; Cljments, 1977) • . . If . thi~ i~ so, the~ the 
question might a,rise as to what are ·the consequences of 
;. 
·: f l uid lipid on the surface 'properties' . . Fig~re 5 . ~hows the. 
. . ' 
0 
surface behaviour of DPPC at ~wo · d_ifferent temperatures. 
Above the transition tefuperature of DP~C, the· 43°C isotherm 
reaches only a minimum surface tension of about 20 mN· m-1 .: 
. 
Below the ·tc\ ~t ' 37°C the monol~yer r.eaches near zerq suriac~ · 
... . . .. 
• i 
,•, 
• 1 •• 
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It h~d . been pre~iously ;~gge~ted t .hat fthe 
. . ' . )... -' . 
. det~rmining factor. in low~ring surface . ten~ion w'as th'e ' 
' presenc.e of satura-te~ . chains (Ciements, i-96.7) altho.ugh it had 
M .,., I t - J 
· been ·.suggested (Steim, 1~7 6) that chain 
• . . • I • . . 
:. i~port·ant .fai::~: If one looks .at the 
rigidity. was the 
. ' 
resul 'ts of the 
. d'i~Y!istoyl ' phos_phatidyl ch,oline'::.(DM~C)_ i~otherms in· f~g. 8 
. . 
· ·.· it becomes · more apparez:1t that the lowering of surface . 
\ 4. 
. . . . . ' ... 
.. ·tension to· .near·-zero val~e's is : ~·elated to the physical state. \ 
I f. ., \ 
• • ' • . • t ~ .. • • • • • . , • 
·..J · 
: ' 







·' . • 
· -o·~ the .pho;:;pholipid' s fatty acyl ·. chains , rath~r than .tlie _ \. . .. • 
· · .. · ..... · .~~einica1 1!-a.tu're of the .f~t'ty,aci~ .. ~ ~:elow~ts t~nMPc~ was ·.. ( .. . ; · ·>:· 
. · .: .. ·· .>· .. .-· . ~ap-~bl~ o~ rea~hing lo~ ~ b.ut, i~ a fltiid . f~rip-~ at 37°C. it : :· ·:. \ .. :" ... ._:'(:: 
. · > .achiev~d only about 2~ mN·m-1 . • .The . b.e.havl~ur 'o£ OSPC and · · · .. ·-:v_: 
! . 
· ~ · 
·. t• 
··· . . : soi?c ·. ~s. ·shown .on the t~ble · pro~ed .to::be' v~~.Y · intere.St~ng ·. · ) . 1 ···, · ~ '!::· . :
, . . . . .· 
: , . 
At 0°C -b'oth are. in a ,rigid stat"e and ·e.asily re~ch'ed ·~ear 
'o mN··m- 1 · but1 ~hen a_bove their respectiv-e tc'~; they too only. 
·reached 20 mN: m- 1. Van Deenen et al ·., ( 1962) : compressed sopc· 
. \ .-- · ) 
on a film balancLbut they app~ied a ' surface ·. pressur.e , 
Dilauroyl PC 
' 
\s ano'tlier disaturated l~c:1 thin.,' ~hi~h when cornpre.ss~d in · a · 
' ffiOI_lOlayer abo·ve its tC canno,t re~~:h lo~ minimum ·SUrface ._, 
. . 0 
fensl.on. .. POPC and SLPC, . ~e~ause t~e'ir . ic' ~ are /)below o,_ ~ 
can only b.e compressed in ' thei~ fluid state aJ1d did not 
reach ya.lues of y near ·zero. 
A possibl~ mechanism . for the differe.nces in 
· surface tension lowering ability of :1ecith_ins is showrl ' _in 
I 
Fig. -a3. In a .rigid state, the fatty. acyl chains, . when 
. ' 
highly. compressed may pack very' closely together. · Th,is m,ay 
. h'ave the effect of excluding all the aqueous subphas.e from 
~ ~- .... __ ... . , .. -·-· . . -
j . ·. 
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-~ig1,1r~ 2·3'. · Possible repres en.tati(?n . of the' c~_mpress ion .·of 





· ri'gid and fluid . leci th:ln in a monolayer. · The· 
. 
. . 
increased · :fatty acid chain · movement in· fluid . 
1 
\eci.thin may not allow· tight molecular . packing 
which may .be ·necessa.ry to achieve very_ low 
/ 
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-r 
··: the surface, thus· lo~eri:ng sur~ace tension/ to. yery low values. 
If however, there is a ,high degree -of .. chai
1
n mov~ment as . is 
. ~ I - . . 
the case with n ·uid lecithin surfac.e. mole.cules cannot be I ··~ 
. . compresse~ to ·sue~ an. extent. When thfs ··is . the· case, the 
. . . J 
· ._. ~onolayer . cannot susi~in- such a high surf
1
kce pr.es 'sure, ieav-
~-~ ~orne aqueous_ rna te:i-ial ~-n the s·u~face . jand resulting · in ah' ! 
elevated minimum obtainable surface tension. 
·.- . . I . 
The.·use ·of the- term ~~~·urface cpn,tractile. force" 
• • 1- I • ,. 
has been employed by Bangham et al: ~ (19(9) instead of . 
. surface tension .. since the. · dynamic behaviour of such film·s 
I 
. . I . . 
. ' . past the collapse point : ·c~rinot be discussed. in' simple_ 
I , ' . 
··' 'the~_modynamic ferrns. We · ·think that the/ simple . yi ew pr'e ~ 
.- .. se.nte'd above is ~ot in.co~s:lste_nt with t/he loss of · s~·rface . . 







m~Jolayer - shall be discussed in a later sec-tion . 
. \ It is quite conceivable thilt rigld disaturated 
leci_:thin mig_ht easily compres.s to a low · area per molecule 
;just; by the nature of the .. shape of the molecule. Because . it 
lias long, uniform,_ fatty acyl chain's .·that are ·i.dentic~l . it . 
may pack very tightly with its neighbour-s·. It had b'een 
. ' ., 
widely· thought however, t _hat UJ?.Saturated ~at ty a.c ids 
.contained a kink at the point of the, double bond. This 
, · 
. 
would have an .effect of spreading_ the fatty acids on a 
lecithin molecule to occupy a much largeT area per molecule 
I 
determined' by the ~rc sub tended by the fatty · acid chai,n 
• · -· i . (Fig. 24~ . . Huang . (1977) suggested that a twist of the· chain , 
about the ~ouble.'b:ond might Tesult in a much straighter 
' . ' 
·' 
" 
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Figure : 24. 
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- ! 0 • • • 0 
· Re.prese-nt~i.t:ioh of the i cha~n - ''kink" 
created by the presence of a double 




_Ro.tation around the do'uble bond· permits .ti -ghter 
. chain p~cking in the rigid phase', _ 
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I / \': ·. :. 
fat t .y _acld res l.due· such as ,:in Fig. 24b. ·I This would · result · in . ; u,: '. 
I . •, 
only a small increase in the . area per molecule 'especially 
. - . • I. • . 
. . -- • •. . - ! . • . • 
'below t and one might e:icp'ect pa_cking· of '.;the · uris'aturated 
' • c . . "' ··" . 
l " ' 
' ' . ... ;. . ' . . 
lip ids to '·be not too dissimilar £r:om·. that of saturat::ed. ones 
. . . ' 
. .., . •, 
. ·: -·· . 
. . •: .. · 
_b'e low tc. We have calc~l~ted the are~s·:-~er mol·ecul~ at : 
. . -1 . . 
~~mN:m fo~ DPPC and SOPC both in the r1igid and. fluid . 
' ·llfi' , . , , I ' . ' 
.· · st~te. Bel'ow · its tc, DPPC has. a .limi-ting __ arec:1: . per: mo-lecule 
·.o£~4.4·· R2 per ·m~ole.cule whiie ·at 43°c 'in its liq~id crystalline 
. . .:. -
. ~- ,'.(_. 
•• • , IJ ~ 
phase .it has an a~:ea i>·e; · inolecut-~ of. ~6A~· pe-r ~a~ecule. -.-- - ~ .. ~- . . .. -.----
S0PC ca-~ - b~ · c~'lll:.p-res~ed /to. 4 9 R2 -p~r mole~ui.e ~ l: · ) .°C. whil~ 
above ·its . t~ · th.e area ~~~ - molecule· · is·: 60-R2 ._Pe:t; . ·moi_e~~ie . . 
From . these results it is evi·dent th~t· when in ttW . !-igl'd. 
. . . -~'. . . 
state the · unsaturated- lec'i thin can .be compr:ess~d to oc.cupy:· · . , . 
~ ., 
. . .- : . . ' "' : ~~ 
· ·· '~n :.area similar to tha·t ·. of the · di.satura ted sp:e.ci~~. · 
. ' . . . . . . .. 
The: 
-inc Tease 
I . . . . 
in are·a: per m·olecule in going ·fr.o111 ge·l to liquid 
is· abo~·;·_: 11-: i ?~2 '"'l~'r i t>ootb.~m.o ~~·tuie~.r.;_~ ·~, ... _.fh~- · in~-~e_ase 
. • • . " _  ,, oi~q '1,". u ~Q:(': ,!' • • · 
-.crystai-' 
· ·. · .. in the a;reas per molecule may 'Come as a -result o,f ·the · 
... 
... .. . 
i~creas'ed 'chain movement: in . the· fluid state' The fact .that 
' ~n-sat\.m~.t-ed -_phospholip~ds_ can reach' low m~!li~uni. -·sur.£ac.~ 
te~_;;ions· may b'e i·~por:t~~t • i~- th~- ~ase . ·~£ pdikil~therm:i:·~ · 
. . 
. . . • . 0 
animals. · It has been suggested that-turtles living - at 4 C 
. ·a 
may. not 'require as much DPPC (Lau .a.nd Keough, 1981) in their 
· , surfactant .s·ystem. 'These unsat_ura~ed _lec-ithi-ns ·may be at?le 
. . . ' (_ 
to contribute lung st~bili ty at r e ·nd e~piration ·at . low t'em -
peratures. 
The results on the pure 
summarized by 'in.dicat'ing that the' 
. , 
monola:yer 5\tudies ·can be .-.... 
ability pf leci !ni~·s· to ·, 
. . 
.i 
' • f . ' 
' ': ' ~ .. . ~ . . - .. 
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70 
achieve ve·ry low surface ·tension under high film compression 
~ · -
is a function of lipid phase an~ not· og structure alone. 
. 
... Binary monolayers .. 
Since surfactant is a complex composition of rigid 
. . . ~ 
and fluid lipid, there must be numerous 1nteract1ons and 
~ o . 
mechanisms , involved at the .ai.r-water ·interface. The normal 
. ·.surfactant .. syst~ni is one in· whi.ch the.r_e· exists .~ .inixtu~e of. 
. . ' 
~ bot~ fluid and r -igid lipi~:· · .·some question·s ·.arise . ~~out·_ su~h 
: -~:'complex sy~-t~m: ·. 1} If , the · 1~-wering of . surfac·e ·· t.ension 
· .. ·· . 
.· .· 
• '·. • • - . • • • • ~ • •• • • 'lao • : t ·. • 
requires rigid _ p_h~se lipid, . why ,i . s the ffuid 1ip~d1.~~~ent~ . ·. 
2) · If there is fluid l~pi~, -~-o~. does the lun~ r .ea . very l '. 
. · low surface. tension?' To help . answer the second que-stion; · . . 
. . . 
~monblayers of simple ' binary mixtures were made'with ·DPPC, 
; . . ' 
the riogid lipid, plus a · series of lower. melting lecithins. 
• 
Information on ·jixing: of . tw9 of. the lolll melting 
l~cithins (POPC and SOPcj with DPPci in iiposomes has been 
~~o~ide~ _by o~/is. ~ al., (1980) ·, ~'- : The overall effect . of 
mixing l,ower mel tin~ lecithin~ with DPPC --is that there is a 
net. lowe~ing of th~ transition tem~erature of DPPC, the exte~t . 
•. • < .,:, . ' • : . 
of .which is determined by th~ . molar percentage of the fluid 
. ) 
·. ... . . . .... . 
· lipid. Mixtures of DPP.C and SOPC w.ere compress~d in· ·a 
monola~e~ at 37°-c: ~nd· the · resui.ts are shown in Fig . 9. For 
' 
each particular isotherm it is obvious that the fas..ter rate 
j · 
i - . .. ~s ."capahle · of ~eaching a. lower surface tensio·n than the . . 
. . . . slower one. It- is also seen that .the minimum surface tension . 
. is depehde~t on the .ratio of SOP'c and DPPC concentrations·: 
This i~ consist~~t with a receni · study showing isotherms of · 
· .. 
. . · 
.. :7.::. ~-~·~'--,. : - ;-~ .- -.---~:. ,=:.~<· .. ~~~:={·~  .. ~~~-·~,-:·: ~:-. --.--~ .:.~:.::;;::. ;• ;~ .:·· .: ·.-;:::-.--~~~:- ..  :- : : ... , - ~--' . : ·-·· --~~- ·: , ·.,i'~:.::·.--~---::--.":~;.,,,,; .. , -.;.,: . . . ' 
. ' 
,. 
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DPPC and 1 egg . PC 
. ' ' 71~ 
(Wildeboer~vene~4. 1978). 
There has, been some ev.idence pr~;;e.nted that in the 
, . 




by a type ·of surface refining wh.ich involves the 
. . . ~~ . 
. . . 
rexclusion of all or part of the fluid moiety (Clements, 1977; 
:Hildebran e ·t . al., 19.79; . Mo.rley et ·al., 1979). · The idea of 
-- ' · -- . 
···exclusion or '.'squeeze ou~" goes back to 1968 when . Wa!kins 
.. propos·ed that 'this phenomenof!. . occurred in films of DPPC and 
. . , 
-.-. 
. egg. PC . {Watkins·, 1968) . ... Otir results indicate that the. lowering ·· 
.. . . . . . . 
. ·,: :> ,·· ... o{ y iri mixed mono layers may oc'cur as a result of . exclusion. of 
' . . . . ~ : . 
. ' 
. . ,: .... 
. i · - :-: 
··· .. _· · 
.. 
:. .. · SOPC.; Mono layers containing greater . than 50% DPPC ·, · achieve 
.. . stirf~c·~ · ~ensi~ns loJer tha~_,. lO . .mN:m~ 1 although S'OPC m~no -
. ' ., layers only reached 15-20 mN·m-l Monolayers · combining DPPC/ 
. . . . '. .. 
. · . .. ·:.- SOPC (30/ 70) reached on1y i3 mN! m -l. These observations 
. . .. ',.. . ') . 
~ . . . ' 
>. ar~ con~i-stent with. the exclusion of the fluid componen~ . 
~ . .. ~uring comp.ressi-on . This exclusion is dependent on the .rate 
~t·. which the mohcilayer is . compreS?~d because monolayers 
. ·. · 
compressed · at faste.r rates reach .lower y than those at slower 
rates for the· same molar mix. · There are a number of 
.potenti'al ·explanations for these observations. · During slow 
c..··. .. 
·,compression · an ~xclusion-reinsertion cycle may be fast · 
.:. . , 
enough, . t'o yield a relatively flu i d mono layei: a t all times. 
during compression. Secondly, a certain maximum .compression 
·. ·may be necessary for squee·ze-out to occur. A third possi -
" .. 
bi1.~ty is that the' balance of forces governing lipid 
. . 
exclusion may be kinetically' dep'end(mt. Fin·ally, it · may be 
that selective eiclusion does not occur a t all and is a 
.. 
. .t,' • 
-. .... .. ·. 




' -~- . . - -: ... :. ·· -- . ~ ··~ ~ 
.'· · ··~· . . . '\· ·. 








result of the kinetic responses of the mi~ed . monolayers to 
applied ~e.ssure. 
To'· ensure that th·e changing minimum attainable surface 
tension for the various mixtures -was related to lipid phase, 
-· _ .., ~ - , 
and not lipi'd structure alone, niixe·s ·of .65/35 and ·30/70 of 
. 0 . 
DPPC(SOPC were compr~ssed at 0 c. At this · temperature bot~ 
•co~ponents were in a _rigid phase. Isotherms, as seen ih 
Fig. 10, reached ne·ar zero mN·m- 1 for both mixtures and both 
; 
rates~ When DMPC .was substituted for DPPC to_, give mono~ 
layers at . 37°C ~n wh~:ch bo~h lipids' were . in t~e . fluid,:pha·s~, 
' . . 
low surface tensions -could not be achieved even fbr 65/35 .· 
' . I ' ~ ' , 
DMPC/SOPC at · the faster rate. Thus, either squeeze-out did 
not occur 'at all, or if it did, only a fluid monolay~r. w'as ~-
/' 
left re~aining at the surface. 
\ 
Surfactant, because of its compl
1
ex composition of 
phospholipids is, ~omprised of ri·gi_d and. fluid_ lip'id __ at\37°C 
(King and Clements, 1972 II; Tr-auble et al., 1974). · .A cording 
to the previous di~_cussion low . surface tension m~y be . · 
achieved when the ],.ipid is in a 'rigid state. It has beeri--
. ...~ . . 
suggested that this ~ould _necessitate the exclusion of fluid 
lecithin _on exhalation (decrease in alveolar surface area) 
tq attain a refined surface rich in rigid phas; lipid 
ie . . DPPC (t;iements., 1977; Bangham et al., 1979). · ·rn our simple 
monolayer studies i -t _ has bee9 -noted · that repeated compression 
. . 
of pure DPPC results in a decrease in the area of the 
. . 
compression-relaxation hysterisis loop. · Thi's is · :l.ndicative 
of a loss of DPPC from the monolayer to the aqueous phase. · 
/ 
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73 
· It has ~eenjiiscussed previously that lecithin below its tc 
is ve!y slow to form a monolayer from~ dispersion (Bangham, et al. 
1~ 79). . If on hig~ compression, lipid (including ·nPPC.) -is 
_exclude.d from · the surface tliere m~st also exist ·a coincidental · 
system · in which lipid might _be reinserted into the surfac~. 
It is .. conceivable that this movement in and out of the alveolar 
· ·air inierface i~ influen~~d by the nature of the fluid lipid 
- \ . 
so that . the efficiency of the overall" pro.cess is influenced 
· .. 
; by. 'the qual\ ty of the _surfactant; 
, 
·Recently tracheal and pharyngeal aspirates of 
. . . 
· normal terin infants; normal prematur.e. i~fant~ . . · as_ wel·l . as 
.-. 
infants with RDS have been examined to ascertain the fatty 
. . 
acid profile in the phosphatidylcholine . ~oiety ·(shelley 
et al. 1979) , · A summary of this data, shown in Table 2, 
shows ·an obvio~s deficiency in the amount of ·palmitate in · 
. . . 
• ' p • • 
RDS -- inf.ants as compared to .normal term ~Iifants and ev,en 
premature .normal babies. Approximately 75 percent of sur-
1 . 
factant lecithin fatty acid was palmitic acid in the normal 
ter~ infants while this component made up ~nly SS percent of 
RDS surfactant lecithin. Lecithin from premature infants 
~ithout RDS contained about 70 percent palmitic acid. From 
~h~ pre~eding discussion it is ob~ious that -a decre~se in · the 
. '. I 
.\ 
• .• l. 
~ 
amount of DPPC will · reduce the overall amount of rigid 
\ ·. " /~) . 
' . 
lipid. a~d hence _the _surface tension - lowering _ability of the · · 
. ' ' 
surfactant . .. A. closer look at tlie fatty acid "profiles r~veals 
that RDS surfactan~Jecithin . contains el~vated· quant~s of 
stearate., ' ·oleate, linoleate and arachidonate. Tli.es~~-- values I . .. . 
' , ·. . 
. -
'.l , ' 
' '. ' 
, ;':' " · ::-:-~-: · ·-.-··~~-~--,.:~-~~ ... .... ~ .... ~ •'oOo .... :.._ ... ._ .. , ~ ,,..,. ' '"'', ~ .. v-.. ,~ ..... - - ... ::-·~~-...,~ · · ... r-: .. M:--···-· 7'- ~ o . •. _; ~ : ' . : ··: .. ' 
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Table 2; Surfactant phosph~t.idylcholih~ fatty acid .Profiles 
of pharyngeal aspirates from 1 day old prematuTe - 1 
. I 
---··1 ' . 
infants· wi'th and without Respiratory .Dis tress Syndrome 
(RDS). Premature infants without RDS were 
designated control infan~s. Also sho~n are the 
\ . 
precent fa tty acids in surfactal!t' from· normal' . 





. , ' 
MYRISTIC ACID (14:0) 
PAL_MI~C:.. ~CID (16:0) 
PALMITOLEIC ACID (16: 1) 
STEARIC ACID _(18:0). 
OLEIC ACID (18: 1) 
LINOLEit ACID (18 : 2) 
• 
ARACHiri'ONIC ACID (20:4) 
;; ' 
r. 
WT. PERCENT OF 
PHOSPKATIDYLCHOLINE FATTY ACIDS 
.. 
.INFANTS FULL 
WITH RDS ·. CONTROL TERM 
i.s z:s 3.5 
55 . 0 69.0 74.0 
3.5 5.0 5.0 
.. 
9 . 0 " • 5 t~ 0 4 :·5 
18.5 1:1: .o 9.0 
s. 0 . 3. 0 . . 2. 5 
8 • ..s 4 .5 2.0 
' . 
! · •. ) 
0 ' ~· 
·.· 
... ----· ... ·•¥·· ·-·· 
. . \ ., ' . ' 
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-·.fi. tend . to\,'/~rd those va'lues of 1no~mal· infants aft~t abou:t 
' ~ighte~n days. 'Notter (1979). suggested · that ~ the apparent 
l.ack of palmitate' .in. RDS sur'fact'ant could be compensated by 
the increased quantities -of ionger chain fatty acids 
espe.c,ial~y stearic . . As can be seen frof!l_:_9ur study d_escribed 
above, this 'would only occur if th& ~resulting lec~thins had 
I , 
a t .< 37°C. The increas~d amounts of unsaturated lecithin 
c 
would · tencl. to· fluidize the overall. 'surfactant ··mixture even 
in the presenc~ of higher stear~tr content. 
_The. fatiy acid ·yalues: of'She1ley' et ' al., 
' . . - ·-
(197'9) ·. 
. :· 
for term, normal :·premature ·and . . Rns· i~fants were recalculated 
. . . ·, t/get an es.timate . of the relative amo.uiit~ of ... disaturated · · · · 
• " ·'!t 
and saturated ledth'in (Table 3). If one assumes that there 
are n~ diunsaturated species and that ·each unsaturat-e.d fatty 
a~id is paire~ With i satu~ated fait~ acid, the _ratio ~f 
"> ·~· 
saturated to unsaturated lecithin for. normal, term infants 
. I 
is. 65 percent to 35 percent. A similar cal.culation reve:;t_ls 
that .·this· ratio is . 30 percen~ to . 70 percent fo~ RDS~ infants 
:and ·53 percent to 4 7. percent ·for · normal premature infants. 
This calculation emphasizes the dif;fer-ence between . the 
''quality" of the lecithins from nor~al and RD~ ·infants. 
P..ssump.tions of the presence of two unsaturated chains ·in 
some. lecithins · could lead to .a h"igher estimate of disaturated ,, 
PC, but there would be a countervailing effect of lower 
. \ .. . fluidity : .for t~e diunsaturate,d (two unsaturated fatty acids} 
lecithins . . · 
\ 
An investigation qf the prope_rti~s of very simple. 
. .. 
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Table 3 .. Ratio 'of disaturated PC to unsatu}iated ·PC from· · 
pharyngeal aspirates of premature infants wit~ 
Respiratory Distress ' Syndrome · and .without Respiratory 
. . 
·' 
· Distress Syndrome (control ~ts). Also given 
i~ the ratio from aspir~tes ·~f)nor~a;, full term 
(r . 
infants. (Recalcul~ted from the data of Shelley 
e.tal., 1979 .. ) 
/ 
.. NORMAL TERM INFANTS 
:·. CONTR01 INFANTS 
INFANTS WIT~ RDS 
.. · .. 






- RATIO OF DIS~f'URATED 
TO •UNSATURATED PC 
!· 
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model monolayers contai~ing :one saturated (DPPC) and one 
unsaturated lecitHin (SOPC) in ratios similir .to those 
" calculated from the data of Shelley et al., (1979) were m-de . 
. --
The use of SOPC would be expected t6 give a conservative 
I 
estimate of the effect of the fluid component since it's t . 
. . , . I C 
is relative~y high compared to other potential unsaturated 
I 
lecithins in surfactant. 
As can be-~een from Fig. 6 compression of a mixt'ure 
. . . 
· of DPPC/SOPC (65/35) (ie. the modei. mixture fa~ the n6imal 
. ' . 
term · in.fant) reached ·7 mN'.M-l. while the 30/70 mixture (or the 
RDS mimic~ng model) achieved only 13 mN·M- 1 . The 50/50, 
DPPC/SOPC monolayer (o.r that for the .premature infant without · 
. . . -{ 
RDS) · co~ld be compressed to 9 mN ~M , tlie same value 
.. 
·~ 
obtained for an~ ·situ measurement by schurch ~tal., (1976). 
Although these mixtures · of DPPC and SOPC. ser,ve ·only as · 
. simple· models for the surfactant lecithin compositions·,. the 
r~sults show that the minimum surface tension achievable .is 
. . 
de~endent . on the relative properties o£ fluid and ~igid .· 
lipid in the sur~actant and that the"'---t-t.efficiency" of the . 
system· is related to the "qual.ity" . . or composition of the 
surfactant. 
Some isotherm& were s~udied in two sequences, 
(fast compression first, slow secand; OL slow f~rst, fast 
' ' 
secbnd). It was observed tha~ the ~rder , of comp~ession was 
not . important, as· long as .the.;re was sufficient lipid on the 
surface. Fast compressions· always achieve~ _ · ;awer iurface 
tensions than sld~er ones. 
' '"· ·-· ~ , .. _ --··--- ··· -· ~ .. . 
. . ' 
'• ' 
·. ··: .. 
Also, separate monol !lyers of 
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·· DPPC . and sorc·wexe investigated at three ·d;i,;f;:t;e.rent surface 
· concentrations and at three· different compression rates ; 
{Fig: 13). They min 
fluid and rigid: lipid 
and compression rate. 
was a function of the ratio of the 
' ' 
. . ' . "'---
for a 1fixed surface concentration 
.. '"'4~ 
While monolayers at -higher concentra~ 
tion, or those compressed at higher rates, reflched lower 'ymins 
•.· 
than those of lower concentrations GT COmpr.ession' rates, the 
' ~ d~pendency of y min on' compos H.i_on was maintained- througho1ft. 
. ' 
It is apparent that the putati~e process· of selecti~e 
exclusion is a · dynamic . phenomenort because -for a specific. 
. · molar ratio the minimum .surface tension decreases ·With 
' - ' 
. increasing compression rate. 
It .. could be a.r.gued that the reason th·a.t~- the mono~ 
layers containi~g D~PC/SOPC (30/70). did not reach low surfa~.e 
7 
tension is because ther~ · was not enough DPPC present· 
originally t~ lowe~ surface tension. To investigate 'this 
possibility 25 nmbles of DPPC/SOPC (30/70) w~s applied t~ a 
~ • • , J •• • ·rJ . . . ~ . 
'clean surface .. This mixture cont~ined approximately 10 nmoles 
, • I 
o.f DPPC. It' has .been ·sh.own previously in this study that-
\ . -~ ' . . ~ 
7 nmoles of .DPPC is morJ. than sufficient to lower surface 
. tensio~ to near zeio. This mixture, even ~t this high 
' 1 
surface ' load; could -not reach a y min of .less than 12 mN;m- · 
at 3. 6 cm2 ·sec -l. Thus the inability to r .each low y in these 
mixtures was not due to a limiting amount of DPPC but due ·to 
. , 
the nat~re of the monola>:"~r i t ·self. 
, · 
Other· binary monolayers 
' · 
Th.~ · 'tesul ts of the DPPC~SIJPC mono! ayers ·have 
\ . ~ '. 
. ' 
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suggested that low urface tension is achieved by the 
exclusion of SOPC. ajd that. the ultimate y min is dependent 
on the relative concf ntrat1ons of both components and t~e 
rate at . which they ate compressed. To ensure ~hat these 
' 0 SUrface properties not unique to SOPC, ~ series of other 
low-~el~ing lecithins were also examined. Monolayers of 
binary mixtures wer~ tudied using nPPC mixed' with POPC, 
, I . 
DLPC and SLPC. As was shown with DPPC-SOPC mixtures~ the 
minfmum surface tens Jn ~chleved . depended. on ·· th~ relative I . . . .. . 
. molar amounts of the two •components for the other · three l . . . . . 
led thin mix~ures. An\ inte~est·ing consequence of the .· stu~y 
·. - ) . I . . . . . 
was thaf fo~ a particula~ m~lar ratio, the ~i~im~m ,surface · 
tension depended on 'th ~ fluid 1ed thin~..u sed .- · .:As ~as · · 
discussed previously tJe extent of . ~xclusion of fluid lipid 
and hence the ·minimum s~rface tension .is phas~-dependent but· 
. \ . . 
according. to the results it may also b~ related ·to tJ:le nature 
! 
of. the fluid lipid itself a~d the. way in which it interacts 
\ ·. 
•, ~ 
with DPPC. . ~ ~ . 
. i . 
F~gure 17 shows a graphic comparison of the ability 
' ! I 
of all four sets of mixtures to . reach low surface tens~on. 
As can· be seen; nt"ixtur.es\ of DPPC-DLPC behave more like DPPC -
1 • • 
SOPC mixtures· than the o\thers in th.is· respect. If the 
I . . 
ability· .t;o undergo squee~e-out · ~as totalfy phase dependent~ 
I 
one might expect similar ' results for mixtures of DPPC-POPC 
and DPPC- DLPC since the fluid comporients have similar phase 
transition ternp~ratures (3°C and-2°_c· r'espectively). However, 
' 
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80 
y_ min. Mixtures c~n~aining SLPC (i = -18°C) achieved 
I C 
values of 
! . . . 
y min .inter~ediate between thos&· of DPPC-POPC and 
! 
the other-mixes. i 
I 
The · reason that there are differences ing the ability . 
of the four mixtures to attain low surface tension on high 
compress _ion might· be explained in two different ways. First 
of all, . it is posSib.le · that the amount of fluid lipid 
excluded is .the same for all .four .mixtures but the fluidity 
. . 
of .the resultant compressed monolayers varies depending upon 
which low-melting ' lecithin· is present~ ·The bul-k phas·e 
. ', .: ~ ' 
transition · teinperatur~s f~r· the four . lecithins are in. th.e .. 
6rder SOVC > DLPC .. > PO~C > SLPC: wit~ the · fluiditi at 37°C 
- . . . .. . 
beit;lg roughly in th,e. opposi ~e ~rder. Tlhe . second explanation . 
may·:··be that the amount of fluid Jipid excluded for a given 
molar mixt~re vari~s from fluid lecithin to fluid iecithin. 
It has· been shown that there . is a differ~nce .in 
the ability of certain· low me~ ting ~ecithins to _!nix· in 
... ·tt, 
bilayers (Davis et al., 1980) and is reas6nabl~ 'to think· . 
tliat this applies to mono layers. In this s·tudy it was shown 
if : that POPC in. the 1 iquid cryst~l mixes more ideally with DPPC 
!<· 
than -does SOPC and that this ~aybe relat~d ·to differences in 
. \ . 
_chain lengths. It ·is conc~~vab le t ·hat for totally fluid -mpno-
. layers SOPC would be e eluded more readily ~han POPC in 
. . 
a highly c~mpressed ~o~olayer because it mixes . less well with 
. ' 
DPPC. Similarly, mixtures of DLPC with DPPC reach low·er 
< ' 
surfa.ce tension than does a compa.rable mixture of POPC/DPPC . 
.. Al ~hough POPC and ·DLPC . have similar ·transitici1,1 temperatures, 
. '
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the shorter cha~n~ of DLJ>C in_ay not allow as e;f;f.icient 
m_ixing as with POJ?C and exclusion of DLPC during compression 
may be proni~ted more. However, it may _be t,hat the exclusion 
of fluid lipid C?n high· _compression is _a more complex process 
. -
and cannot be described in such a s~,nple way. It is· 
apparent though that the s_tructure and phase of the .fluid · 
.-
lipid_may be important in ·achieving 
. ·:.~ -- . . ;z, ... ~.· · 
thro~~;"r?Cclus ion._ . . 
.. ~; . _ · .. 
. . ). . . . 
low surface tension 
Phosphatidy'lethan·oiamines 
... . , . 
· . . Previous ··work ~n- mon'Olayers at low surface p~es-
. ~ . . ' 
sures ·has ~hown tha_t the< surface propertie~ of _PE' s are only 
· sliihtly differen:t . than PC' s · (V"an Deenen . e_t _ al. ,-' 1962; 
I ~~-
Phillips· an~ Chapman, 1968; Watkins, 1968; Netter et al., 1975; 
,., 
Phillip_s and .. Hauser, 1974). An ~xperiment has been carried 
out to determine tJi~ effect that DPPE wo~ld have on the 
ability of DPPC ·to r~ach lo.w surface tension, and t-o study 
?roperties of various mixed monolayers_ of DPPE and DPPC under 
cyclic, high compression-expa:nsion condit_ions (Fig. 18). · The · 
inability of a 'highly compressed-monolayer of DPPE to r~ach 
., 
low surface tension complies with observations by Watkins 
(1968) who found that distearoyl phosphatidyleth'anolamine 
(DSPE) reached only 20 mN·m -l: Tabak and Notter (1975) found 
' I 
that DPPE _was capable of ach.ie~ing -~nly , 17 mN · m- 1 . ·. The · 
re.asori why PC' s are capable of re~ching .low surfac/ tensions 
and PE's are not is probably a f unction of \he packing· of the 
surface monolayer . .. I t has ~ee~ s'uggeSted that PC Is may 'have al'). 
- ~ 
' . . ' 
. -- ·- ··.:- ·:"' ,h ............... ~ .. .. ::- ~:~~--~·- .. .. .... , ~o~ ., . · ···~ ·- ·· · ·"·--- ... - -- ' 
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82 
average headgroup .orientation normal to the ·surface while. 
' ' 
·PE' s lie flat on. the surface (Phillips et al.; · 1974; Seeli~ ·· 
et ~~., 1976). This may relate to hydrbgen · bonding between 
. . ' i . 
the PE head groups .. Also, Watkins ( 1968) /.suggested that the 
r 
· PE _,.mblecules wer.e more readily excluded .f!rom the surf3;ce. 
i 
It i~ ~p~arent from these prel~minari r~su1ts that the 
r , . . ! . 
inability of J?B to reach low surface ten'Sfons is !_lOt a . phase 
depen"dent phenomenon sine~ these PE's .. wele ·below their 
phase .transition temperature (Vaughan & eou~h, 1974) . · It 
i~ int~~esting that th~ ~esults showed t ~t by successively . 
~ ' 
adding methyl · groups to DPPE · forming dip lmi toyl N~methyl · 
PE, , dipal~itoyl N·N-dimethyl PE and fina ly nPPC, the ~~iliti 
to r ·each low .. surface ·tens.ion is enhanced. As the 'monolayer 
achieved a higher degree .of lecithin~like he~dgroups, lower 
. ' 
sur~ace tensions could be attained upo~ high compression. 
'This ob.serv~tiorf· is consistant with the results of bina~y 
monolayers of DPPC and DPPE (Fig. 16). As mnre DPPE is 
added to the monolayer the- abil:OCy to r·each. low surface 
. - . 
tension is lost. The mixtures however, reach a }o~er surface 
, . 
tension than a .comparable DPPC/SOPC mix~ure. This upholds . 
Watk~ns' (~968) contention thar P~'s, -because. d£ the nature 
of the h.e.adgroup, are easi~y excluded from the surf~ce on 
· ~ •high ' compression. The results desc.ribed . her.e agree with' .,. . 
those of Watkins (1968) who showed that compression of · a 
suspension of DP~C/DS~E (7/3) added. to a ~~line subphase 
reached neaT zero surface · tension. Compression rate and 
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. i . .. 
It h~s ~e~n showri. that canine lung surfactant 
. . •• <., 
co:n.tains some 5-6 wt percent phosphat idyl ethaiwlamine 
. .. . ·:· . .-., 
(King~ et al., 1972II). There .have not been .eii·ciugh. experi·-
. I 
ments with 'PE' s' to elJ.Icidate thei'r physiologic.al role al th_oug~ . 
one might speculate that they' may 'be inv:olved structurally or . 
p_ossibly: to proinot~ movement of the sur.:f;actant ·t:o - the 
interface. Cull is (1979). has shown that ·.unsaturated PE' s · 
' . . ~ "' form Hex II phase. Such · structures may .have :a · role ~p the 
I , .. 
in-sertion of surfactant intd the . monolayer, .. at the air-water . 
_interface of the lung. . f· ~ .. 
. :· .. 
· · : 
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I ' ' ~ Natural ·surfactant's 
I! .·. . . 
To provide a basis o~ comp:a~ison of . synthetic 
~iol9gic~~ studies ~~~e. experiments · w~r~ ·-'initiat.ed 
I , • """"' . : 
and purified extracts of ariimi1 surfactarits. · ·· 
' . ' 
. 'I \ .. \ 
studies to 
with crude 
. ~ . ' .. ... 
Figure 22A shows . suriace isotherm ~f ~ suspensioti · of a 
. ~ 
saline ldng .wash of an adult -rabbit. Afte~ .: ~~ in{ti~l . 
CO'J!lpression of the surface ·to 1 :2 mN· :-l_,'. ·a series of · 
subsequent repetitive compressions reac_hed .sur'face tensions 
. -1 
.... near zero mN·m · . There is a noticable regi.on of high 
. ; ' compressibility from 10-12 mN • ~ -' l display:e.d . ~n this is~therm. 
' 
-Regions of high cci'~pressibility are those ;egions which .. ..., 
show .a slight lowering of surface tension over .a .relatively 
q • ' 
. . . 
1arge change in . surface are·a. This. regi'on has oeen ·.- . , . . 
I 
described by Clements (1977) and Hildebx:an .et ·al.·, (1979) 
•• 
as being . importa~t with re_spec~ to the ex~lusion of fluid' · 
material from the surface. A very similar result was ·found 
., 
· . 
..... -·~...;.-:---· -~ ---~·-·: · . .. ·. 
·. ~ : . ·,\ .. 
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' i. b 
for a puri·fie·d 'fracti;on of porc,i~e surfactant (Fig. ZZB); 
.. .Aft_er reach-ing· a ·y m~n \ of· 11 mN • m -1- on the first .. compress fori 
. . ' '1 
and a retu;rn · to 4.4 mN;m- . at full expansion. A thirty minute 
. . 
-- . . 
waiting period 9-ecreased 'the y eq to 23 mN. m -l and th~ 
. . -1 
subseq~ent '(.min to 0 mN·m . It, too, had a region of high _ 
compressibili~y similar to the rabbit saline wash. 
An~ther ·factc;; which may play a prominent· role in 
' s_urfactant behaviou! i _s the apolipoprotein described by . • r-
King -et al. ; (19~3). In a recent ~rt icle by King anq . · ·., 
MacBeth (1~79) it _was suggested that the·· 34,000 dalton 
. . 
pr.otein may play · a _part ·in insertion of DPPC into the 
••• (ll ' - . . 
monolayer. ·rt is noteworthy that the ~uccessful replacement 
" . 
surfactant used ~-y. Fugiwar·a ~ a\.; (1979} contained . 2 · 
' 
percent bovine protein, but that employed by Morley et al., 
I 
(1~8~) had no protein present~ 
. , ' Synthetic bulk phase studies 
. . 
The resu.i1;_~ from experiments using known surface ) 
. , .... ~ . . 
.· concentrations of phosp_holipids sp'r~ad from solvents 
. e-stablished a babkground for - the understanding 9f the more 
' . .1· ' ' -:. ' . . ' ' . ' 
complex bulk disper.sions .· Although monolayer studies · relate . 
. , -"' . 
l 
·much inf~rmation ~oncerning surface activity, they -do .not 
explain the phenom~na associated with·surface monolayer 
formaJion from a ;.bulk ~has e. ;his may be of impor~ance in . 
the des i gn of artificial replacement surfact~nts for infants 
. . 
borri with Respir~tory Distress Syndrome. A. u~eful art ~ficial• 
' •••• '1-
·' surfact·ant ··: should be cap'able ·of lower i'ng .. the surface tension 
· ' 
-- -· . \\ .... - -~- . . 
i . 
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.. ·. in the alveoli of infants when infused endotracheally. .This 
would necessitate the infused solution spreading to the 
al ve'ol i and. forming its own monolayer whi_ch, up·on exhalation, 
would be ca~aole of effectively lowering surface tensiqn. 
Recently, · Fugiwara et al., (1980) successfully used_ a 
"semi-artificial" replacement 'surfactant on premature infarits 
.... 
·with RDS·. This mixture was comprised of a surface active 
fr~ction from bovine lung enriched with DPPC and egg yolk 
. ' 
.phosphotidylglyerol . (PG). The final composition of the 




. . . . mixt_ure was · 56} ·tlPPc ·,·. 21% unsaturated ·lipl.ds, 10% ·pG, -6% . . 
. : · .. ·. 'y _.. . ~~h~r 'lipids' normal ~y fourid il) 1 ung ~ui~~~tan ts , ~% neut ra~ 
· l~p1ds ?nd 2% prote1n. Out of ten ·RDS e1ght - sur~1ve~ after . 
... 
•" . ' 
. ' 
. -. 
. · •· . 
. . .. 
... 
: . 
'·· I ; f ' "• ' 
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· . • l ' 
endoq·acheal infusion and the . rem?ining two died :of unrela·t'ed .. 
l, _.. • ~ ' 
~~uses. Th~ mixture ~i~ ho~ev~r, ~ont~l.n ·2 per~ent· bovine 
\. · p_r .o.te_in. Since replacement surfactants from natural sources 
~ay -·contain protein which 'would have a del:terious effect:, 
. ' the ideal replacement ~urfactant -would be a complete!¥ 
' I \ ' ·I \ 
. .. ·synt'~~tic mix. Recently Morley .et al., (1980) have had. 
-· - succ~ss in the treatment of severly dis.t.re~sed i;nfants with 
_ olie ·s~cl:l ~~xture (DPPC/egg PG, 7/3) administered as -a dry powder . 
·'Two routes for. administration of artificial 
surfactants ' have proven to be useful. The dispersal of a 
. dry .pow:der (Morley et a1.·, 1980) ox: the infysio~ of a lipid 
mixture . in bulkphase dispersion (Fug'iwara et -al., 1980)· 
· have been employed . .. With this in mind we undertook a pre" 
' ' , , • ' •I 
·· ~irninary study of the surface properties of some mix-tures . of 
· · · · ~~·-··- -- · . uilsatu~ated lecit hins and · DPPC when they were disperse'd ·in 
. "'~ 
. ' . 
. •j 
.. 
• . l 
-
. : c' . 
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86 
the bulk phase . . Certain .characteristics of the mixtures 
~ere especially scrutinized. Firstly ~he initial surface 1-. " 
.......____ 
-tension of the dispersion was noted. This measurement, prior 
.; . 
to.any compression g~ve_some indication of the ability of 
) ' . 
. the ~aterial- to reach a static surface t~nsion, the equili-
brium surface tension' (yeq). The surface tension of canine 
.. lung at t~tal lung capacity has been measured ~y Schurch· e~ . 
' al., (1976) ~nd 'found to be approximately 29 mN·m~ 1 . · Tierney_ 
and Johnson (1965) mea~ured the equilibri~m surfade tension . 
of sapne exira~~s of rabbi f, lu~g lavage and :t;ou~d\ 'it to be .. 
. . . . 
. 6. c· 
· When ~oo_king a,t t _he quality of bulk phase dis_pe_r-
. sions as aortif~Cial replacement s~rfactant one must -also 
-.• 
look a( tHe minimum _ surface tension achiev:able -' on high 
compression. · The main attribute of surfactant is the ability · 
to reach low-surface · te~sion thereby .to .·stabilize th~ lung. 
0 
· .Minimum surface-"· tensions "measured in sltu were found to - be· 
• 
· les~ than· 9 niN·m-.1 -(Schi:trc.h, et . al, ,: 1916) . 
. - Another parameter af the surface behavio"ur of -the 
' bulk phase dispersions which may. aid in the :und~rs.tanciing 
of lung surfactant is _the ability to reach th~. ~quilibrium _ 
surface tension after compression to minimum area. If 
_, 
material . .is .excluded upon high compr_ession then the rate of 
. • ' 
re·t~in . o.f m~ter ial must be sufficient · to lower surface .. 
tension on . the next "com:pression. When material is excluded 
from th~ surface, there is a certa~n amount qf lipid :iost 
. on e;very compression . (Watkins, 1968) so that t ·he surface 
. ~ . 
















concentration would decrease to a .value incapable of 
reaching low, lung ·stabilizing surface tensions. Since the 
surface tensi.on of a monolayer at 100 percent pool size is 
. . 
dependent upon the concentration of the surface components, 
the return of ex~luded material maybe monitored by a _change 
, in the surface tension. · Eventua·lly this surface tension 
-
will r~ach a stable position, yeq. Measurements of read-· 
sorption of surface active material hav,e b.een described· 
. ~~ . ~ 
.Previously (King & Cleme~ts;. 1972III; Notter· et al., 1975; 
Phillips et a1., 1974). Purified canine surfactant · studied 
by King .et al., (19 72!), was stirred in a ·dish and · the · 
surfa~e tensiort wai ~onitor~d u~ing a · Wilhelmy dipping plate. 
Th'e surface of the suspension was aspirat'ed by .suction to 
remove any surface active ·material pre.sent. Readsorption 
rates were measured by observing the time required· to reach 
yeq, the lowest ~urface tension' achievable. without any -
I 
compression. . The t~me :required to reach Yeq gav~ . an ind~ ·-
cation of effi~iency of· the . su.rfacta'nt to form a surface . . 
monolayer. This is particularly important when considering 
' 
.an . artificial replacement surfactant for infants with RDS. 
The artificial material should be capable of achieving y eq 
_· very quickly so that subsequent exhalations may be sustained · 
at low . sur~a~e tension~ . . · 
Based on the results attained · in the binary mono-
layer study it was decided that the 65/35 percent molar 
mixture of DPPC ' and SOP(: in bulk suspension .would be worth 
. . ; ~ . 
:further investi~ation. The results in Fig. 20a suggest that 
. ~ ~ · ... 
i--- - · 
.' 
• I• 
... .. .. .. . ~ - -
88 
this mixture can achieve low ~~ou~h surface tension to stabilize 
. ~ . . . 
the lung · (Schurch et al.. , 1976) but that,after each com-pression, 
it takes _a long time to reach .a low y e·q. It was noticed that 
.. if the t~rough was agitated gently ·the surface tension · dropped 
more quickly and it conceivable that in · a system where th·e 
subphase was stirred, the lowering of surface tension 'to 
. -
equilibrium values would be facilitated. It appears · from the 
results that high compression of the surface removed a large 
amount of surface active material and this material is very 
:• . 
slow to ' return. This indicated that the · material which had 
been squeezed to the subphase formed a re.latively stable 
structure. 
Since the return ' to a surface monolaye~ is an 
important event in surfactant function it was decided to· 
investi.ga te ways by which this return might' be facil·i tated. 
It has been discussed previously that stirring of the sub-
phase might a~d · in sur~a~e ·readsorption but this property; is 
difficult to relate to a physiological parameter . . However~ 
·. . ' · 
it\is conceivable that respira~ory movements may play a 
~igni.ficant role in· moving surf'actant to the air-water 
interface. 
1 DPPC forms a very stable bilayer in bulk phase 
(Tierney & ,Johnson, ~965; King & Clements, 1972 '" III; 
I, • 
Villalonga, · 1972) and its movement to a surface monOlayer 
is very slow·~" The ·addition of a third component which was 
capable of destabilizing the bilayer improved readsorptive 
,. 
properties • . A mixture of DPPC, SOPC and lyso-oleoyl 
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phosph~tidylcholine was prepared in suspension and surface 
isotherms rre shown in Fig. 20b. FuJ,ly expanded the. surface 
tension_~£\ the_ monola~er o~er _the suspe~s ion.· w~s approximately 
28 mN _·m . and it could be compressed to 2 mN·m 1 . Sch~rch 
. . 
et al. ~ (1976) measur;d, in situ, values of 29 rnN·~- -l and 
--- . . 
<9 mN·m-~ at total lung capa,~ity and func;ti.onal residual 
. . . ~ ~ ~ 
volume respectively in canine · lung. After , the initial 
compr~ss~on, the surface tension of . the expanded monolay.er 
was 3.5 inN ·m -l bu·t droppe~,· to 2 7 mN · m -l ~i thin 2 . minute.s. 
· This indica ted that. .the lyso · oleoyl.- phosphatidyl choline may 
. . ... 
have promote·d .the insertion of li,id. ~n~-0 .the monolayer,~. 
When" the ''amount <?:f. fY.SO PC. wa:s in~reased ·to 9 mol~ percent 
a surface tensi'on of ori_ly 9-10 mN · m -l- could be a~hieve~ on 
maxirnumcompress~on; -The ··addition·of .more lyso PC evi·dently _ 
increased ~he "fi u.idity" of the monolayer so that insufficient 
material c'ould pe excluded ~n compression to maintain a 
- 'rigid surface monol.a,yer. It is .of note t ·hat with the 
~ . . . 
mixture containing DPPC/SOPC/lyso oleoyl PC (61. 5/34/ 5,"5), · · 
th~· time needed' to achieve the equi_libriurn .v'al ue of. 2_7- 28 
rnN·m-l increased with successive compressions. This 
demonstrated tha.t the mechanism by w.hich reinsertion occurs · 
afte;r each compression was not s~fficie.nt to maint.ain a l~w 
I t . • 
s~~face tension on cycling and· that some material was lost ~ 
. . .. . 
into th~ subphase. Apparently, there may be a fine balance 
in the molar ratios of these components in bulk dispersion 
t!) attain optimum results· for the parameters examined. Such .___ 
' . 


























th~·.al ve_olar lipi'd in th~ bulk phase will be fluid enough to 
promote insertion of . DPPC~ but the monolayer which is formed 
will be rigid ·enough to stabilize the lung. 
___ Phosphatidylglycerol has been thought to play a · 
·' 
_possible part in surfactant function (Hallman & Gluck, 1.976) 
and may aid. in the promotion of DPPC· to the surface. A 3:1 
molar mixt?re of -DPPC' and egg phospha~idyl glycerol gave very 
encouraging resul t.s for sprea~abili ty i~. experim~nts · done by 
. .,. 
Bangham et . al.··, . (19 79) when the mat~rial was spread from. a.' 
dry state on the· surface. A mixture of DPPC/egg PG/ lyso 
oleoyl PC (65/ 20/15) showed very poor -results with r~spect 
' I ' • I ' 
t~ th~- ability t 'o · reach low y~in · (Fig. 21A). Low surface . . 
tensions . could not .be achieved ev'en at the highest compression 
ra~e 'Of 3. 6 cm~/.sec · . Even wh~n ·t~l surface ·was left un· 
disturbed for .an . hour and the surface. tension a't full 
expansion fell to 4 4 mN. m -l and subsequent compres_sion co.uld not 
achieve low. surface tension. The mixture is apparently too 
fLuid to reach ' values of suTf~c.e tension anywhere near .those 
.,necessary · for lung function. _Although t~e mixture is ve_ry · 
·very fluid, it does not promote insertion of material into 
:. the inte rface . since a rapid fall_., in surfac.e t~nsion after 
re ~ expan:Sion ."to 100 percent pool· size . w~s not see~~ 
Since encouragi ng surface cha,racte.ri-Stics were 
found in mixtures of DPPC with SOPC and lyso · oleQyl PC, 
.. . 
similar experiments were perf.ormed with OSPC (Figs. 21 B & C), 
_, . ', ... , 
For . .a mixture cont_(!.ining DPPC/OSPC/lyso oleoyl PC (6 7/ 24/9), 
I " 
low surface tens ion,, rel a tively rapid re i nsertion and a low 
.. . 
\ . .. --
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91 
. equilibriu.rn·. suri;ace tension of 21 .mN· m ~ 1 were observed. 
The firs~ cqmpress~on dld not reach near zero surface tension 
perhaps he2ause it was not compre.ssed from. y ··eq, Wh:en · the 
surface was left 11:ndisturbe~r-:~ for 1 hour~ a y eq oy .21 mN·m~l 
·· was achieved. Subsequen.t compressions rea.ch_ed 0 mN ·m ~l 
although the area of the hysteresis loop decreased indi~ating 
0 
a 18ss of surface active material. When the amount of· OSPC . • 
' 
was incre·ased. to 3.0 percent and . the . lyso reduc·ed to. 5 percent 
.. 
(frame C) low surface tens ions could be reached even on the 
· fir.st compression.' This mixture with 30 percent OSPC .also . 
. ·displayed reproduCible hysteresis loops ~or ten succ;:essive ·· . 
attempts indicating no net l,oss of surface active · material. 
The results show that in these systems small variations in the 
· proportions of OSPC and tyso oleo.yl PC produce signific.ant 
changes in the 1surface behaviour of the mixtures·. The 
mixture contaiding a higher prop~rtion of the lyso . materia~ 
I 
(panel B) was capable of achieving a lower ymax indicating 
:.:-= 
the promotion of more lipid to the surface. The·· ·mixture 
, .J 
containing a · higher proportion of· OSP,C · to lyso material (C) · ~: 
. -
appeared to be extreni-efy'~Yent at eliminating fluid · ... 
material upon com~r~ssion as well as reinsertion of more 
material upon re-e~~nsiOn as evidenced by its reproducible 
hysteresis indicatlng no net loss of ·surface material. 
'In bulk phase mixtures it is likely that the flu,id 
. lipid determines the eventual ymin. Fluid lipid · is inserted 
. .. 
·'- : with DPPC into . the monolayer. The nature of this fluid 
moiety will determine whether it will ~e excluded upon 
.. 
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compression. A very fluid bulk mixture will prumote insertion 
... ! 
of 1 ipid b~t ·comp~es's ion wi 11 not result in low y This may 
be .a result of insuffici~nt- DPPC at the interface or in-
~ 
efficient exclusion of the fluid component. If the bulk 
phase mixture is too rigid then not ·enough DPPC will be 
inserted · into a . monolayer .. :t;o reach low y on compression. 
General considerations" 
.. " . 
~Th,e . understanding of .the surface behaviour of 
certain . pho~pholipids' . have given 'resea~chers much' inforrna tion 
concerning the' mechanism of actio!l of . _lung surfact~nt . . Using 
' 0 M 0 0 
a Wilhelmy type .\:lalance, it has. been demonstrated .·.that the . 
. . l . . ' . ..• • ' 
surface tensio~ ·· of lung surfactant decreases with surface 
area and hence . area: per molecule: The . surface tens ion-area· 
curves obtained for. surfactant and its substituent lipids. 
are ·similar . in shape to . that found for pressure-volume cu~ves 
· of ~xise9- lungs· . . Avery and Mead (1959) used the surface 
ba~ance to :detect t)le difference in the ability · of normal 
. ·'I 
surfactant. to reach lower surlace tension than that from 
'infants with Hyaline Membrane D\zease. The surface balance 
is .also very useful in studies suc.h as this one ~o examine 
the activity o~ certain phospholipids and their mixtures to 
""· 
fully understand the ·mechanism of, action of lung surfactant; 
There are ·limi'tations to t;he extrapolation of 
. . . 
information from the Wilhelmy Balance to the functioning 
lung. F~rst of all it fs difficult to determine the rate of 
ch!lnge of the al veo;lar surface area and hence the compression ·. 
' . . 
. ,. 
. .: • 
! . '. 
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rate at which to set ·the balance . . All the alveoli do not 
... 
·open and close synchronously;. some alveoli are opening while 
others are clos in_g. For this reason 'several rates were used 
. in· this study and these were similar to those used by other 
2 -1 . . 
experirn_enters 0-Iallman and Gluck, 1976 , 1. 6 em · s.ec ; K1ng 
2 ~ 1 
·and Clements, 1972 II I~- 3. 06 ern ·sec Hildebran et _ll., 
. · 2 -1 p a · 
19 79, 1. 7 ern · s.ec ) . To achieve rates faster than 3:6 
2 ~I" ' . . . . 
em ·sec. the design of the trough would likely have to be 
changed to ·avoid formation of wave motions within the trough. 
•
1
. ' The important thing is. that the compression rate affects the 
. :shape of the isotherm· (Villalonga, 1968) ~nd we find that in 
., 
, . 
mixed mono layers the maximum . surface· tension is affected by 
compre·~sion rate. 
Concern has been expressed by -some .r.esearchers 
' ·that there is .a ce~tain amount . of leakage - ~rou:ri'd th~ darn in 
. . . . . . ~ 
. ·· the Wiihelmy~ type ba~ance (Hildebran ~t .!!_., 1979)"".. ~ This is 
... 
a common ·fear when using teflon, glass or w·a:ic . as a· tr~ugh 
and I dam. There exists al_so the possibility .that su~~fac"e·' 
acti:ve material can · "creep" up the sides of the trough 
_especially when subjected ·to bigh surface pressures. To 
partially alleviate this problem Hi_ldebran et al., (1979) 
coated the inner· surfaces of the· trough ·and dam wi tl_l o·.lM 
Ian thanum chloride (LaC1 3) . This led · to re.producibl~ 
isotherms especially when " monolayers were kept at 'a . high 
. ~ . 
surface pressure for extended periods of t~me. T)lis - pro-
' .. . 
· cedure . was attempted in t-his laboratory but gav~ no notice.ab1e 
'differences ·in isotherms. _LaC1 3 was found to influence the 
. 0 
I • ' ~ ~ • ' • 
.. 
, : • I 
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transi-tion tempt::rature of"DPPC .· When ·a 1:2 weight:volu.me : 
dispersion of DPPC and 0 .1 M ~ac13 was examined usi!lg 
~ff:fferen.tial ·scanning calorimetry, the phase t:t;ansition 
. temperature was elevat;rd ·to 46°C as compared to 41.4°C for a · 
s ·imilar mixture of DPPC and distilled .water. Because the 
balance of DPPC and more fluid . lip_ids. in sur_fac.tant is a 
' - . !·. .:_ 
. · . ., : · 
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delicate one apd depends on -the .relative p~ases of the . 
- components' it 'was dec.ided· not . to at-tempt further. use of the 
'• ', ' ' ' ', ' I 
.. : _. ·-
. ··. 
't I I 
. iant~anium. chlo!.ide treatment in ·case any ~ res.idual -Laca 3 
. . ' ~ ' 
l" ' 
' ... ... ·>\ 
' . 
rnig~t _change· · the phase c·h~!act_eristics of the mono~ay_e.rs .. --_~-
-··_ .. Anothei: consideration which arises·· co-ncer~ing th.is 
~ • ·-. t 
. .· ·(.' ·::-·: 
. . I ·.• . 
' . . . ' 
. . . 
type of surface baUlnce is th~ contact angle ·made· between : 
.. : . . ; : ·:. ·~.I ;· ~: :·~:~; 
' ....... ·' . . !;:·, 
. •' . . ,/ . 
- . 
the dippi~g;. plate and' the surface.. . It · has been shown · that 
. . ' . . . . 
the . angle 0~ . contact ' influ.ences .the surface' te,ns ic:'Jri measure.,. 
rnent (Sa to & Kishimoto, · 1~79) • . ·-c·are was taken to roughe·n 
the-platinum fiag ·hefore usag·e · to attain reproducible results,•: 
Although the Wilhelmy s~rface balan-ce _ has .some .· ' 
11 limitations .· it has proven to be ·a useful tool in discerning 
th~ mechani.sm of surfactant function. Especl.ally when u'seci 
in c~njunction with other phys i cal-chemi cal· techn1que s . fo r 
. ' . } ~ . . 
. . 
examining properties- of surfactant it ·cari provide useful 
. .. . . 
~ : > • • 
:_. l ~ , . 
. ' . ··. · -~ ~ ·-. ·_;"';, 
·. ( . . ' -:.: ; , 
"'' ' ' I • ' . ' .. 
. . :-· __ 
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' .. · . 
. . . 
' ! - . 
. .f . insight into . the rela~ionship' between surfactant ~omposition ·' . !·· 
: . , . 
an~l s'urfactant £miction. 
'. ·_ ; 
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This study systematically e:Xamin~d ·the surface~. -
• - • .. <I 
attiv~ty._of ~onolayers o£ s'ome synthetic phospholipld? under 
·a. dynamic ~ompression as a function of temperature. It was · 
. 17' . 
observed that the ability to reach !'ow surface tension under · 
. . . -
·. 
high lateral surface pres sure is depende.nt on the phase of 
·, 
the lipiq. B.ecause phospholipids co·mpl'ise a.large proportion 
of lung surfactant, ~ delicate balance 'of fluid and ri.gid 
ll.pid m~st be maint.ained t .o provide t:he ' co~rect' .surface · 
\ · . 
· Fr.om ·the . re·sul ts the ·following· conculs ions can l:)e 
made: 
,1. The · ability tp . reach low ·surface tensions i'n 
rnonolayers' of phos'phatidylcholin~s is . dependent c;;n the 
. . . .. 
presenc·e of rigid li~id. Monol-ayers of unsaturated· and 
saturated .leci'thin.s are both capable. of achieving · very low 
surface tension when compress·ed as ·l.~ng .as they ·are below 
:their· respect.ive ppase transition temperatures. C~nversel~ , " 
;) 
monolayers 6£ unsaturated and saturated lecithin,s are in-
. . . 
capabl:~ of -r~aching yery low surface tensions above their 
• 
· 'phase transition temperatures; 
. 
2. In binary monolayers.containing rigid and fluid 
.. 
lipids the min'imum surface ,tens ion attainable depended , on the 
. I 
relative . amou.nts of . the. ·lecithins. When DPPCwas mixed with 
.a low"er. melting. lecithin and . compress.ed at' 37°C, the 1Dinimum 
surface tensio.n depended on the .:amojnt of fluid 1 ipi'd prese"fl: • 
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' 
0 ' .. 
'b decreas ~d t.he minimum. surface tens ton attaina]ile on 
' ,. 
~ 
compression progress .ively increlas~d 
3." The min.imu~ ·surfce t:nsion . attainablein 
·. binary m~no_iayers is ··dependen · · on th~ t}rpe · o£ fluid lecithin 
us·ed. Reaching low · ~urface Jens·~ons upo~ hi.gh.· compress ion 
I 
may . be dependent:t on the abi'lity of the lipid to pa.ck tightly 
in · the inonqlax-er. Th~se whlJh dowt excl~de readi·l"Y upon . 
.compression wil~ not form a DPP.C ~nriched surface and•he~ce 
low s'urface tension. Lipid wh-ich· do· n~t pac~ tightly in 
th.e mo~olayer may be "~quee/z~d out" to· rea~h {ow .. surface : 
- • 1 f I • tensi~n ·- · The ability to form a ·t-ight pa_cking :arrangement·· .. . 
may .l>e dependent: on the specific .structure as wel,l as the · 
I . ~ . ' • ' ~ . . .' 
·::·· phase of tlle fluid i~oiety .! ·' 
•i ' 
. \ ' . 
4. In bina·ry monolaye·rs. of DPPC and fluid 
. l~cithins, iow surf~ce ten'sio~ may b~ _ a~hiev~d .by the . 
exclusion of 'the f1 uid moie.ty during~ high compress l :on. . The 
! . • (I • • • • • 
' I , 
resultant DPPC enriched :surfa.ce ~s ca.pable p£ reaching' low 




.,-. 5. The minim~m 'surfa'ce tension· attainabl~ ' i~ .. 
• i . 
. 1 
bi'nary monoh~;Y·ers is dependent on' the :rate at which the 
I 
surface c.omp~'ssed. ..: { . 
6.. Monolayers. of dipalmitoyl p~osphatidyJ,~·tha1_1o- · 
~ ! " • .' .· . 
. la.niine, are· incapab'le of reaching low : s~rface ten·s ion even 
c . • . 
when the Hp{d is ~el·ow. its tc·· 
I 7. Dip ami toyl N -me~hyl phosph; tidylethanoiamine 
. . ' 
. and'. Dipalmitoyl N ,N- dimethyl phosphatidylethanolamine-show · 
. . . . . ... . - ::. . ' . . ... . ' 
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compress ion in comparison . ~._o those of DPPE and DP.PC •. 
mixture 
' amounts 
B. · The.minimum sui-face tensions of· mono~ayers 
of DPP~~ ,and - D~PE' ~epen~s _on ~l~tive mola~. 
of t"h_e two components. . . - . . \ . · · .... 
Over ali . summary I' 
. . . 
Dipalmi toyl phosph_~_tidylchol i~e .is the .. m;:1j or surface 
. actl.ve material of mammaUan lung·. surfactant and accoun.ts 
- . 
. -.. -
'for its · ability_ to reach~ th·e · low surface ·tens ions. necessary 
. - ._ , ~or pulmonary_ stability. Al.~hou_gh other '1ec~thins can re~ch · 
su~fac¢ tens).ons near ze~o . ·~-:m~ 1 up.der appropriate c~nd:~.'tio.ns ~ . . 
. only PPPC,. i~ suit'ed as. the maj.or surfactant material:: .The key .. . ·· 
' . 
to th~ uniquenes~ of DPPC .is in ._its phase behaviour w.i~-h 
. respec.t to' . teJI!perature. A suminary of the surface .behaviour 
. . . 
. - . . . 
of DPPC . is shown in Fig. 25. DPPC ·un'dergoes a pha'se tran-
. i tion (tc) at . 41 °c at which poi~ t · th'e fatty acy~ chains go 
from a rigid, . lo'l'{, motion state ,.to, one which is more. fluid 
w':i th a h:igh -degree of mobility. Below the tc DPPC h~s g_reat 
r diffic1.11 ty in leaving the bulk biHyer to form a' surface 
monolayer. · once in a monolayer, · the .ri'gid lecithin film~ 
' . . . . 
.. ' 
can reach extremely low surface tensions · when compressed. · 
.·Above the 
1<\yer b.ut 
t , "DPPC spreads ·spontaneously to a surface monoM · c . . 
• • .. • • • r'l ·, • • • • • • ,.._1 
once, compressed collap_s_es at about Y, = 20 <.(.mN·m •. 
. ~ 
At body- temperature DP_PC is in a rigid_ ·~tate . capable of 
· lowering surface tension if :inserted int.o the interface .. • 
'. ./ . 
. \ 
, How(nr.er to .p.romote insertion the phase ofDPP.C must be . , . .. 
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·figure . 25. · Summary o£ : ~-he ~onolayer and bulk phase behaviour· 
.· ' 
I , , , . ' , , • ' , " 
.'. · o£ lee~ thin above and below its phas .~ · t~ans~ tion 
I . .. "' 
. temperature·. p Above t promotion to· the ikono~ 
. . ' C 6, • • n , 
· . .'. 
·,Jayer is very ~ast ·but subsequent compression 
results in yollapse. . Below t ·. monolayer insertion 
. c \ . ' . . 
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Since 'the body does not normally .change its core temperatur.e 
to any significant degree, the phase of DPPC may be altered 
by the other surfacta.nt component~. .- A hypothetical scheme 
is .shown in Fig. · 26. The other surfa'ctant components may . 
'~fluidize" DPPC to promote insertion into the interface. 
Because this new ·fluid rnonolaye·r is liquid crystalline in 
nature ·it is incapable of achieving ·th,e low surface tension 
needed to provide lung stability. It has been . p.pstulated 
that under high -compression (or a decrease in molecular 
·surface ~rea) the fluid ~ipid wili ~referentially exit -the 
. 
surface leaving -a DPPC-enriched su;~ace capable. of reaching 
' .. 
nea.r- zer.o· surface tension. .A fine balanc.e of lipids m~st · 
' ' ' 
' . 
' ' 
exist· so that the bulk phase is ' fluid enough to ·promote 
insertion into the monolayer 'but the m~molaye;r can become 
' 
sufficiently rigid to lower surface tension. 
·: · This work .provides · specific information about t he 
surface and fluidity relationshi ps of individual molecuiar 
·species ·and their simple mi:ctures .. These studies contribnte 
. ~ ' 
to the deta1J~d understanding of the · complex •surfactant 
mixture ·at the molecular level. These findings also provide 
some information about how individual molecular species 'and 
' 
their simple mixtures may be useful in the des i gn of 
' • I • 
replacement surfactants. 
• · 
. -- ---·- ·-· 
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:F·i:~~re 26. :J?·ossible mech~~ism o£ . .iO\~eriil.g su·rface . tensi9n i~ . · 
' ' • I • ' ' :, • ' ' ' ~ ' I : '.' ' ' • ~ 
· ... : . . , · lipi<i the lu~~· General insertion .. of fluid .lipid. 
: ., · ', . .. . · (. . ' . . 
.and DPPC into the mo.nolayeri compression of . ~he 
. .. 
monolayer excluding s'ome fluid lipid leaving beh~nd 
a D~PC enrichedmonolayer capable of effectively 
lowering surface ~e.nsion; excluded material 
·.· . · .· incri~porated into iub~ha~e structure . 
.. , 
, 
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COMPOSITION OF SOLUTIONS USED IN THE ISOLATION 
OF PIG LUNG SURFACTANT (King and Clement's,' 1972I) 
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